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Not many people would have thought that I would 
end up travelling through Lapland and northern 
Norway. The girl from Brisbane by way of Texas 
dealing with the extreme cold? No way she’d survive. 

I thought that too — after all, I was the one that would 
put on a jacket if the temperature dipped below 15ºC. 
That was before I was given the chance to head to 
Lapland for a few days prior to a business trip; it was 
then that I became fascinated with this place that 
was a polar (ha ha) opposite to most places I had ever 
visited. 

In those initial planning stages, I realised how little 
I knew about travelling in an area with a semi-
permanent cold climate. Since I was used to hearing 
about Britain or the US South in the grips of a cold 
snap (i.e., Heathrow closing down after the first flake 
of snow), I thought Lapland would have the same 
level of dysfunction in winter. 

As I found, this is absolutely not the case. However, 
while buses were more on time than in Brisbane, 
which has a balmy, sub-tropical climate year round, I 
did find that there were some logistic concerns that 
dogged me on all three of my winter trips there. 

How would I deal with exchanging money so I didn’t 
end up in a financial bind after crossing the border 
into a very small northern town? How would I ensure 
I was adequately insured for all of the adventurous 
activities I’d be taking on, especially given I broke my 
leg on my first trip? 

I eventually found answers to these questions and 
many more, but researching all of these concerns 
(and planning my itinerary around Norway, Sweden, 
and Finland) took more than double the duration of 
my actual trip (which was roughly one month long). 
So, I decided to compile everything I learned into the 
“Guide to Lapland and Northern Norway in Winter,” 
which was released in December 2014.

In the process of putting together the original guide, I 
became fascinated with the idea of visiting the region 
in a season other than winter. The thought of visiting 
when it was 20ºC outside with wildflowers were 
blooming in the grass seemed absolutely foreign yet 
intriguing at the same time. I’d already fallen in love 
with the region in winter; surely visiting in another 
season would just increase my appreciation for the 
diversity both Lapland and Northern Norway had to 
offer.

Introduction:
Why Lapland? Why Me?
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That is how I found myself jumping on a Finnair flight 
from Singapore to Helsinki last June, the first leg of 
what would be a seven week journey through the 
Arctic north. It was surreal visiting some of the same 
locations and recognising the landmarks but not 
recognising the landscape around me, and it was 
even more surreal doing it all under the never-ending 
daylight of the midnight sun. While everyone kept 
telling me that it was the worst summer in decades 
— with rain and heavy clouds on more days than I 
care to count — it was the summer I was there, and I 
made the most of it, covering more than 6000km in 
my seven weeks there so I could research as much as 
possible for this guide.

So what is the goal of this guide? First, I wanted to 
show a different side to the Arctic. Many people know 
this area as a winter wonderland, but surprisingly few 
know what it’s like in summer (as evidenced by the 
number of people that asked why I wanted to go to 

somewhere covered in snow for the summer). I also 
want to answer those burning questions you may 
have about planning a trip to Lapland or northern 
Norway — or, if you’re not already in the planning 
stages, to inspire you to travel to this extraordinary 
destination. 

It is by no means a comprehensive, Lonely Planet-
style guide of everything you can possibly do in the 
region, but rather, it is a primer that should answer 
your logistical questions as well as providing a taste 
of the many opportunities that await you should you 
decide to travel there in the months between June 
and August. 

This guide covers the regions bordering, or north 
of, the Arctic Circle in Norway, Sweden, and Finland. 
Parts of northern Norway are covered that are not 
necessarily a traditional part of the Lapland region, 
but as travel there is very similar to travel in the 
northernmost county of Norway (Finnmark), they 

The region covered by this guide. Map courtesy of OpenStreetMap.org.

are still included in this guide. Russian Lapland is not 
covered here as I did not cross the Russian border 
(mainly due to visa restrictions). Specific locations 
mentioned include: 

Northern Norway

• Lofoten Islands
• Vesterålen Islands
• Tromsø 
• Lyngen Alps 
• North Cape & Finnmark 

Finnish Lapland

• National Parks (Pyhä-Luosto, Oulanka, Urho 
Kekkonen, Lemmenjoki, and Pallas-Yllästunturi)

• Inari/Saariselkä
• Rovaniemi
• Ruka
• Hetta/Enontekiö

Swedish Lapland

• Abisko National Park
• Stora-Sjöfallet National Park
• Nikkaluokta/Kebnekaise
• Porjus

Please note that all prices in this guide are current as 
of April 2016. 

I hope this guide helps get you even more excited 
about what will be a trip of a lifetime to the Arctic 
north. 

If you have any more questions that aren’t answered 
here, please visit my “Take Me to Lapland” site at 
www.lapland.travel, or my travel blog, A Pair of Boots 
and a Backpack, at www.bootsandabackpack.com. 
Alternatively, you can email me directly at kristin@
winterinlapland.com. 
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Weather

Since the majority of Lapland and Northern Norway lie north 
of the Arctic Circle, it would be easy to imagine them as lands 
of never-melting tundra being constantly belted by snow. 
Nothing could be further from the truth, particularly in the 
summer months when temperatures can reach 30ºC.

View from Storsteinen, Tromsø, Norway
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Despite the fact that Lapland is located in the Arctic Circle, it 
is not considered to have an Arctic climate. This is because 
two of the standard definitions of “Arctic climate” require that 
either the region is above the tree line or that the area’s average 
summer temperatures reach no higher than 10ºC. Lapland falls 
into neither of these categories, largely due to the presence of 
the Gulf Stream.

This current, which pushes warm water from Florida all the 
way to the North Atlantic, has a drastic effect on the climate of 
Northern Europe; as a result, many countries (including the UK, 
Norway, Sweden, and Finland) are much warmer than other 
areas at the same latitude, like Canada and Siberia.

While this warming may not be obvious in the depths of 
winter, when some parts of Lapland can reach -40ºC, it is very 
noticeable in the summer. While temperatures can stay down 
around the “Arctic” mark of 10ºC on rainy days, you can expect 
to have days with much warmer temperatures on your trip. At 
times, Lapland can be warmer than the UK and other parts 

of the European continent — in late May 
2013, the temperature in Paris was 6ºC while 
Rovaniemi was a balmy 29ºC. 

In general, the months of June and July 
are considered to be “summer” in Lapland, 
whether you go by the standard four seasons 
model or the more in-depth “eight seasons” 
model that many in Lapland live by. However, 
August, which signals the harvest and the 
beginning of the autumn season, can also 
be considered a “summer” month due to its 
relatively warm temperatures.

July tends to be the warmest month, with 
average temperatures across the region 
hovering in the mid-teens; according to yr.no, 
the average July temperatures in some of the 
region’s cities are the following:

 •  Rovaniemi: 14.9ºC

 •  Inari: 13.9ºC

 •  Jokkmokk: 14.5ºC

 •  Lulea: 15.9ªC

You should note that these are average 
temperatures rather than average high 
temperatures; the highs will often hover 
around 20ºC.

Heat waves do occasionally cause 
temperatures to spike up into the high-20s, 
but this generally only happens a few times 
each summer. Nights still get quite cool 
despite the fact that the sun is still in the 
sky. June and August are still warm but their 
average highs tend to be about 2.5ºC lower 
than those in July.

One thing you should absolutely be prepared 
for is the possibility of rain. While it isn’t 
common to get wild storms like those that 
occur along Norway’s coast, Lapland does get 

Lapland

Lake Ahvenlampi, Luosto, Finland

Lake Ladtojaure, Sweden
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its fair share of rain and thunderstorms, averaging 
anywhere between 6-10 days of rain per month. 
Some summers are much rainier than others; the 
summer of 2015 was noted for how cold and rainy it 
was while July 2014 is remembered fondly by hikers 
in Swedish Lapland that were treated to many more 
blue sky days than they expected. And, in June 2014, 
it snowed across much of Finnish Lapland only days 
before midsummer!

Speaking of snow, in June it can still be found 
in pockets on the fells; you’ll often find reindeer 
lounging on it as they try to escape the mosquitoes 
and the summer warmth. However, this will melt 

away in all but the coldest months, so by July you’ll 
have to look high in the mountains of Sweden for a 
glimpse of the white that blankets the region during 
winter.

If you’d like to keep up with the weather, yr.no 
provides detailed forecasts worldwide, including the 
regions of Norrbotten (Swedish Lapland) and Laponia 
(Finnish Lapland). These are available on a very 
handy mobile app as well. The Finnish Meteorological 
Institute also provides detailed weather forecasts for 
Finland.

While Northern Norway has a different climate to Swedish 
& Finnish Lapland, its summer weather is quite similar; this 
is in contrast to winter when the temperature difference 
between the two regions can be up to 30 or 40ºC.

Just like in Lapland, the Gulf Stream plays a huge role in the 
climate of Northern Norway. Its warm currents — and the 
warm air that they subsequently push into northern Europe 
— make the Norwegian coast a much more pleasant place 
than it would be otherwise. 

Northern Norway

Myllykoski, Oulanka National Park, Finland Nøss, Andøya, Norway

http://www.yr.no
http://en.ilmatieteenlaitos.fi
http://en.ilmatieteenlaitos.fi
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It means that, even in Tromsø at 69.6ºN, the average temperatures 
reach higher than 10ºC (but only just), and even here it can get warm 
enough that you start looking for a body of water to cool down in. In 
fact, some parts of the coastline can even resemble tropical islands 
during the summer months; you’d probably be hard pressed to find 
similar in Greenland or Siberia!

Inland in Norwegian Lapland (or Finnmark), temperatures can also 
be quite high; if you combine this with the fact that this area gets 
much colder than the Norwegian coast in winter, you realise what a 
difference the summer brings to the Finnmark Plateau. According to 
the Norwegian Meteorologisk Institutt, that difference is a whopping 
83ºC in the town of Karasjok, which sits on the Norwegian-Finnish 
border.

While June and July tend to be considered as “summer” months in 
Lapland, the summer season is shifted back a few weeks in Northern 
Norway to mid-June to mid-August. Unlike Lapland, August tends to 
be the warmest month in Northern Norway, with the Meteorlogisk 

On the Finnmark Plateau, 
temperatures in summer can be a 

whopping 83ºC higher than in winter.

Institutt reporting that the average temperatures 
across the region range from near 15ºC in Bodø to 
13.2ºC in Tromsø to 11.6ºC in Honningsvåg near 
North Cape. 

Due to its mostly coastal location (and the fact 
that weather systems can travel a long way over 
water before they hit the land here), the weather in 
Northern Norway can often be more unsettled than 
in Lapland. While this doesn’t necessarily mean there 
will be more rain, it does mean there is more chance 
of squally storms that move in quickly and move out 
just as quickly. 

As a result of such weather patterns, Honningsvåg 
and North Cape experience as many as 338 days of 
precipitation each year (to compare, Tromsø has 
around 160 and Karasjok only has around 85). 

Therefore, it pays to always be prepared for rain, both 
clothing-wise (described in its own chapter later in 
this guide) and activity-wise. While you will want to 
plan plenty of outdoor activities by virtue of the fact 
that you’re in one of the most naturally beautiful 
places in the world, it’s worth researching options 
that you’d be happy to do in the rain, because it will 
happen at some point on your trip. You could be 
lucky and get four or five days of sun in a row, or you 
could be unlucky and only see the sun once in those 
five days.

The Meteorologisk Institutt runs the popular yr.no 
website, which provides top-quality weather 
forecasts and incredibly detailed statistics 
for locations across Norway (and the world). 
Weatherbase.com is also a good place to look for 
average weather statistics.

Hinnøya, Vesterålen, Norway

http://met.no/English/Climate_in_Norway/
http://www.yr.no
http://www.weatherbase.com
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Midnight Sun

The midnight sun occurs when the sun does not reach the 
horizon before it begins to rise again, and can last anywhere 
from one day (at the Arctic Circle) to more than two months 
(at North Cape/Nordkapp). So what makes the midnight sun 
different from normal daylight, and why should you stay up 
all night to see it?

Porjus, Sweden
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No matter what the season, visitors 
flock to Lapland in search of natural 
phenomena that they’ve always 
heard of but have never experienced. 
Summer is no exception. Even if it’s 

not the main motivation for a trip to 
Lapland, most travellers will spend 
the months keenly awaiting the wee 
hours of the morning so they can get 
a glimpse of the midnight sun.  

Tromsø, Norway
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There are actually two common definitions for it. The first is simply 
when the sun is visible at midnight in a given location; however, due 
to variations in time zones, the sun can be visible at midnight and 
still set later in the night. The other is that it’s the phenomena visible 
in the Arctic and Antarctic Circles when the sun does not drop below 
the horizon before it begins to rise again.

This guide will generally refer to the midnight sun under the second 
definition. While the sun being in the sky at midnight means that 
darkness will still never fall, the timeframes cited below refer to 
the number of days that the sun is in the sky continuously without 
setting.

This phenomenon occurs in the polar circles due to the tilting of the 
Earth. This tilting makes it so some parts of the earth are closer to 
the sun at certain times of year (something that also helps to create 
the seasons). 

What exactly 
is the midnight 
sun?

The tilt has a more exaggerated effect at the poles, which face 
directly towards the sun in summer and away from the sun in 
winter. If you lived in one of these two locations, you would 
experience six months of midnight sun each year immediately 
followed by six months of polar night (when the sun does not rise 
above the horizon).

As you move closer to the Equator, you move further away from the 
regions facing directly towards the sun. The midnight sun will last 
for less and less time until you cross the Arctic Circle and lose the it 
altogether (although you will still experience “white nights” — nights 
that don’t quite get dark but have no sun in the sky — until you 
move much further south). In fact, the Arctic Circle is actually drawn 
along the most southern latitude (66° 33́  39”) that experiences the 
midnight sun in summer — and conversely, experiences polar night 
in winter.

The Arctic Circle is actually drawn 
along the most southern latitude (66° 

33´ 39”) that experiences the midnight 
sun in summer.

Tromsø, Norway Kemijoki, Rovaniemi, Finland
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You may be wondering whether the midnight sun any different 
than, say, being up at midday and looking up to see the sun in 
the sky. The answer is yes, it is quite different. 

While the sun is still in the sky, it is nowhere near as high as it is 
at midday; instead, as it dips towards the horizon, it lights up the 
landscape in the colours that you would usually see in the hour 
after sunrise or the hour before sunset (often called “golden 
hour” by photographers). Essentially, the midnight sun turns the 
entire night into one long golden hour full of warm light and long 
shadows.

In Northern Norway, this means that the mountains around the 
fjords often bathe in an orange glow while the water appears to 
turn molten yellow. An already spectacular landscape turns into 
an otherwordly one. In Lapland, lakes — often completely calm 
except for the swarm of mosquitoes buzzing just above them — 
perfectly reflect the sky as it explodes into colour.

What makes the 
midnight sun 
special?

With the midnight sun, you also get to see the course the sun 
takes when it’s usually not visible, and it has to be seen to be 
believed. In areas with a clear views of the northern horizon 
— such as Nordkapp, which looks straight out onto the 
Barents Sea, or the top of a fell in Finland — you can actually 
watch the entire progression of the sun as it dips towards the 
horizon and then begins its ascent again.

In other areas, your views may be slightly obscured by the 
landscape, but the effect is the same. Lyngenfjord in Northern 
Norway faces north, so when you look up the fjord, you will be 
able to see the clouds above the western side of the fjord light 
up before the sun finally emerges from behind them. It will 
then trace a subtle arc across the entrance to the fjord before 
disappearing behind the mountains on the other side.

The mountains around the fjords often 
bathe in an orange glow while the 

water appears to turn molten yellow. 
An already spectacular landscape 

turns into an otherwordly one. 

Nordkapp (North Cape), Norway
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No. Just like the northern lights in winter, the midnight sun is not a 
guarantee; you have to get the right weather conditions to be able to see 
it. You don’t have to have completely clear skies — having some clouds 
in the sky will make for more spectacular skies when they light up in pink 
and orange. However, if it’s overcast and/or raining, midnight is likely to 
look like a gloomy day back home.

Don’t give up hope if you’re eating dinner and it’s looking a bit grey. 
Particularly in Northern Norway, the weather is very changeable and a 
rainy evening can turn into a beautiful golden night. It’s recommended 
that you download the yr.no weather app on your phone so you can 
check hourly forecasts. 

While these forecasts are not completely accurate, they can give you an 
idea of when the sun may be out (plus, if sun is forecast, you can get a 
cool screenshot of the app saying it should be cloudy until 11pm followed 
by sunshine). Depending on what your activities are the next day, you can 
use this forecast as a rough guide of whether you should take a nap at 
9pm so you can be ready for a sunny morning starting at 1am.

Will I see it 
every night?

Tromsø, Norway

Arktikum, Rovaniemi, Finland
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As noted in the previous section, you probably won’t see the midnight sun 
every night, so you should have some nights where you can get a full night’s 
sleep. 

However, you will quickly find that being in the land of the midnight sun has 
made you feel more awake later into the evening, and when you do sleep, 
you don’t have to sleep for quite as long to feel recharged. It’s an interesting 
way to “extend” your trip and give you more time to enjoy the nature that 
Lapland and Northern Norway are so famous for.

You’ll notice that the locals feel the same way. Some events, like the 
Midsummer celebrations with bonfires and dancing, take place completely 
under the midnight sun. Festivals continue much later into the night than in 
other areas of the world, with main acts not taking the stage until 12am or 
later.

It’s worth noting that, while the sun does have an energising effect on most, 
it may take a few days to get used to the fact that it’s light all night. If you 
struggle to sleep while it’s light, it’s recommended that you bring along a 
quality eye mask as many guesthouses will not have blackout curtains.

Won’t I 
be tired?

While the midnight sun may not show up in as many 
bucket lists as the northern lights, it’s a phenomena 
unique to the polar circles that has to be seen to be 
believed. Each night under the midnight sun will be 
different, but you can expect that its muted light will light 
up the landscape in stunning hues all around you. Should 
you get the chance to stand at the top of a fell or the end 
of a fjord and watch the sun circle around you, you should 
most definitely take it. It’s unreal to watch and has to be 
seen to be believed.

Conclusion

Lyngenfjord, Norway
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No Northern Lights

One of the main motivations for many travellers planning a 
trip to Lapland is the possibility of seeing the northern lights 
(aurora borealis). While this phenomenon is amazing to watch 
and is absolutely worth the trip north to see, you shouldn’t 
expect to see them during your summer trip.

Lake Menesjärvi, Inari, Finland
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The simple explanation for the fact that you won’t see the northern lights 
is in the chapter you just read about the midnight sun. The aurora is not 
bright enough to be seen with the naked eye during the day, so if the sun 
never goes down, the sky can never get dark enough for the aurora to be 
visible.

This is very different to saying that auroras do not happen during the 
summer months. It is a common misconception that the aurora only 
occurs during winter, but that’s not the case; it’s a phenomenon that 
happens year-round. It just happens to be seen most often in the northern 
hemisphere’s winter due to the aforementioned midnight sun as well as 
shape of the continents.

What does the shape of the continents have to do 
with it? Well, Europe, North America, and Russia all jut 
well north of the Arctic Circle, so they are in a prime 
position to see the northern lights when the skies 
are dark enough — usually between September and 
early April. However, there are no similar significant 
landmasses that push into the Antarctic Circle 
(aside from Antarctica itself), so there are not many 
options for seeing the aurora during the southern 
hemisphere’s winter months (roughly May-August).

Don’t despair, though; just because you won’t see 
the northern lights in the far northern latitudes of 

Lapland and Northern Norway doesn’t mean you’re 
completely out of luck. Areas further south, such as 
the UK and Ireland, experience long summer days 
but still have completely dark nights year-round, and 
during the larger solar storms, auroras can be seen 
from places such as the Isle of Skye in Scotland and 
the Giant’s Causeway in Northern Ireland even at 
midsummer.

If your European itinerary happens to include other 
stops like this, you should still be on the lookout; if 
it doesn’t, that’s all the more reason to plan a return 
trip to Lapland in winter!

Why won’t 
I see the 
aurora?

Lake Menesjärvi, Inari, Finland
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Mosquitoes

In almost everything you read about summer in Lapland, 
mosquitoes will be mentioned. It’s true — mosquitoes swarm 
across the region during the summer and can be quite a 
nuisance. What should you do to make sure that you don’t 
spend your whole trip doing the mosquito dance?

Pyhä, Finland
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There’s no doubt about it — mosquitoes are an 
absolute nuisance during Lapland’s summer months. 
There’s a reason why nearly everything you read 
about summer here mentions the little pests, since 
there’s no way to avoid the swarms that descend on 
the area in mid-June and stick around until mid-July 
(and then in smaller numbers until August).

The good news for some is that these pesky insects 
generally only live in the areas considered to be 
“Lapland” — that is, Finnish Lapland, Swedish 
Lapland, and the Finnmark plateau in Norway. 

The coastal areas of Northern Norway have 
significantly less mosquitoes, and while we can’t 
promise that you won’t get bitten at all, you shouldn’t 
need to bathe yourself in mosquito repellent before 
you go outside either!

The good news for all is the fact that the mosquitoes 
of Lapland do not carry diseases, so there is no need 
to worry about exotic diseases such as dengue fever 
or malaria. The only side effect you need to worry 
about from mosquito bites is how much they itch!

The easiest explanation is based around the fact that 
the summer in Lapland is so short. Because the last 
snow melts in May and trees’ leaves begin to fall in 
September, mosquitoes have a very limited time in 
which to breed. 

Therefore, instead of the population gradually 
ramping up like it does further to the south, as soon 
as it gets warm enough, the eggs that have survived 
the winter hatch, the population explodes, and then 
mosquitos exist in plague proportions for a month 
before gradually tapering off again.

The season can last as long as six weeks, covering all 
of July, but that’s generally only the case in warmer 
summers. Otherwise, it’s usually acknowledged that 
the end of June and beginning of July is the worst 
time for mosquitoes each summer.

It’s also interesting to note that while Finland is 
home to a number of different species of mosquito 
— standard estimates are around 40 — only 10% of 
those actually bite humans, and only the female in 
those species bites. Luckily it’s only a tiny percentage 
that bite!

Why are there so many?

The Good News

Mt Nuolja, Abisko National Park, Sweden

Kesänkijärvi, Äkäslompolo, Finland
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Where will I find them?
As mentioned above, mosquitoes live inland in much higher numbers, so the 
closer you go to the coast, the less likely you are to find mosquitoes.

Mosquitoes also prefer boggy, wet areas, which you’ll find a lot of around 
Lapland given how many lakes and rivers there are. They also live in high 
numbers in forests, which is why you will often find reindeer on roads — there 
are less mosquitoes there than in the trees on the sides of the road!

The higher you go on the fells and mountains, the less mosquitoes there will 
be. In addition, these areas are likely to experience stronger winds; since 
mosquitoes can’t handle anything more than a strong breeze they’ll quickly 
disappear in these conditions.

Lake Ahvenlampi, Luosto, Finland
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You only have to take a few extra precautions against mosquitoes to 
change your holiday from being a misery of being bitten constantly 
to an enjoyable one. There’s no need to go overboard with every 
possible anti-mosquito accessory either, especially as many of them 
are just gimmicks. There is no tried-and-true way to stop mosquitoes 
from biting you completely, either, so you’ll have to accept that a few 
bites come with the territory.

First, you should always carry mosquito repellent, regardless of 
whether you think you will be outside for long or not. You don’t want 
to have to pass up on a walk you come across solely because you are 
unprepared, nor do you want to end up in a situation where you see 
the midnight sun and run outside only to get eight mosquito bites on 
your face because you’re not wearing bug spray (yes, this has and will 
happen).

Locals swear by the OFF! “Teho” variety that is sold 
in green aerosol cans in local grocery stores, while 
others prefer tins of black birch tar (a traditional Sámi 
insect repellent that has a strong smell that’s at least 
more natural than its chemical alternatives). 

Whatever you purchase, you should ensure that you 
apply it on any exposed areas as well as anywhere 
where skin may become exposed (your lower back 
when you lean down, your arms if you roll up your 
sleeves, etc). Since your face will most likely be 
exposed, you can either use birch tar or roll-on 
repellents to get the best coverage. If you have two 
varieties of repellent and you find one isn’t working 
well, you’ll have a quick solution as well.

Bringing the repellent with you also means you can 
reapply after swimming, sweating, or otherwise doing 
activities that make your original application less 
effective.

You should also try to cover your skin at all times. 
Even on warm days, you’ll be much less likely to get 
bitten if you are wearing trousers and a long-sleeved 
shirt. Ideally, these will be loose-fitting garments 
as well; mosquitoes can bite through tight-fitting 
material as it is still close to your skin. Hats can be 
useful to stop them from biting you on your scalp.

Mosquito nets can also be bought for a few euros at 
local grocery stores; these could help when you’re 
outside for an extended period of time and the 
mosquitoes buzzing around your face just get to be 
too much. They’re not for everyone, but if you find 
that you’re struggling to deal with them — or if you 
are reacting badly to bites — a net could make a 
significant difference.

What 
precautions
should I take?

Lake Ahvenlampi, Luosto, Finland

http://www.off.fi/tuotteet/teho/
http://www.off.fi/tuotteet/teho/
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The first treatment is the one your mother always told you as a child: 
don’t scratch your bites. Sometimes you just have to give into the 
temptation, but doing so will make the bites a problem for longer than 
they should be.

You should make sure to bring along antihistamine cream rather than 
having to search for it once you arrive in Lapland. Apply this cream as 
soon as possible after you are bitten.

If you are concerned, you can go to a doctor before you depart and get 
stronger creams prescribed; this is particularly helpful if you have had 
allergic reactions to mosquitoes in the past and are concerned that 
they will happen again on your Lapland trip.

Some people also find relief in products like the Zap-It. This zaps a 
series of small charges into your bite and, for some people, can stop 
the itching completely for a few hours.

How do I
treat the 
bites?

This issue is addressed in the Photography chapter. 
Because mosquitoes can appear as black dots in your 
photo — since they’ll often land on your lens as you are 
composing a photograph — it’s recommended that you 
take 2-3 pictures to try to ensure one is dot-free.

Taking photos
around mosquitoes

Lake Inari, Finland

Lake Inari, Finland

http://www.myzapit.com/howitworks.html
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No. Mosquitoes are a fact of life in Lapland and people 
still manage to live there during the summer, so you will 
be able to travel there. It’s no exaggeration when they are 
described as a complete nuisance, but as long as you take 
precautions, you’ll find that they are just that: a nuisance 
and nothing more. Plus, they can result in fun games like 
playing “how many mosquitoes are smashed into the grill 
of my car?” (the answer is likely to be thousands).

If you are concerned about the effect of mosquitoes on 
your trip, you should aim to travel in early June or after 
mid-July, when the mosquito populations are lower (but 
not gone altogether).

Should I plan
my trip around
the mosquitoes?

Abiskoeatnu Canyon, Abisko National Park, Sweden
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Language

There is no single official language spoken across the entirety 
of Lapland, since it actually spans four countries (three of 
which are covered in this guide). Norwegian, Swedish, Finnish, 
and Sámi are all official languages of the area, but you 
actually do not need to know any of these languages to make 
your way around Lapland.

Nusfjord, Lofoten Islands, Norway
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It’s not recommended that you go to any country 
without knowing at least a few basics in the language, 
so we have included a few tips on what phrases could 
be useful to learn. However, this may be all you need 
as the vast majority of people speak at least basic 
English (especially those in younger generations). You 
will probably be able to communicate with most bus 
drivers, hotel receptionists, and the like in English.

Norwegian (also called Norsk or Norwegian Bokmål) 
and Swedish (Svenska) are both Scandinavian 
languages (along with Danish) that are considered to 
be ‘north Germanic.’ If you travel in the two countries, 
you’ll find that the languages sound quite similar and 
that there are a number of shared words (such as takk 
— or tack in Swedish — which means thank you).

You may think that because Finland is right next door, 
Finnish (also called Suomi) would also be a related 
language — but you’d be wrong. Finnish is part of 
the Uralic language group and is therefore related 
to only a few other languages in the world (the most 
notable one being Hungarian) and you’ll find very few 
words that are similar between it and Swedish — for 
instance, thank you is kiitos in Finnish). 

In addition, Finnish is generally considered to be 
a difficult language for native English speakers to 
learn (although easier than learning character-based 
languages such as Chinese).

Sámi is the group of languages you will have the 
least familiarity with, since it is what the Sámi people 
of Lapland (or Sápmi in North Sámi) speak. The 
umbrella term ‘Sámi’ actually refers to about ten 
different Sámi languages and dialects.

Only about 25,000 people speak Sámi now, with 
about 17,000 of those speaking North Sámi.

Speakers of Sámi from one area may be able to 
understand those from nearby areas, but those 
from far-flung areas are unlikely to understand 
one another. One example is Inari Sámi, spoken by 
the Sámi in the Inari region of Finnish Lapland; it is 
markedly different from other Sámi languages in the 
area.

Sámi is quite a descriptive language, especially for 
the things they encounter most. Snow has 300+ 
different descriptions based on exactly what it’s 
like (powdery, wet, thick, etc), and reindeer have a 
plethora of descriptions based on their exact colour 
and mottling.

On the following pages, there are some phrases 
you may find useful in the three main languages. 
In addition, it is useful to look up the correct 
pronunciation of any location you need to get to. 
People in Lapland speak English, but they may not 
understand your English pronunciation of towns (for 
instance, calling Porjus “por-jus” rather than “por-
yuse” or Luleå “loo-leah” rather than “loo-leo”).
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Basics
Yes: Ja

No: Nei

Hello: Hei or hallo

Goodbye: Ha det

Thank you: Takk

Excuse me: Unnskyld meg

I don’t understand: Jeg forstår ikke

Do you speak English? Snakker de 
engelsk? 

Where is __? Hvor er __?

Where is the toilet? Hvor er toalettet?

Public Transport
One ticket to __, please: En billett til __, 
takk. 

Train: Tog

Train station: Jernbanestasjon

Bus: Buss

Bus station: Busstasjon 

Airport: Flyplass 

Monday: Mandag 

Tuesday: Tirsdag 

Wednesday: Onsdag 

Thursday: Torsdag 

Friday: Fredag 

Saturday: Lørdag 

Sunday: Søndag

Norwegian

Basics
Yes: Ja

No: Nej

Hello: Hej

Goodbye: Hej då

Thank you: Tack

Excuse me: Ursäkta mig

I don’t understand: Jag förstår inte

Do you speak English? Talar du engelska? 

Where is __? Var är __?

Where is the toilet? Var är toaletten?

Public Transport
One ticket to __, please: En biljett till __, 
tack. 

Train: Tåg

Train station: Tågstationen

Bus: Buss

Bus station: Busstation 

Airport: Flygplats 

Monday: Måndag 

Tuesday: Tisdag 

Wednesday: Onsdag 

Thursday: Torsdag 

Friday: Fredag 

Saturday: Lördag 

Sunday: Söndag

Note that å is pronounced like the a in “ball,” ø is pronounced like the i in “shirt,” and j is 
pronounced like an English y.

Swedish
Note that å is pronounced like the a in “ball,” ä is pronounced like the ai in “hair,” ö is 
similar to the u in “fur,” and j is pronounced like an English y.
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Basics
Yes: Kyllä or joo

No: Ei

Hello: Terve or Hei

Goodbye: Näkemiin

Thank you: Kiitos

Excuse me: Anteeksi

I don’t understand: En ymmärrä

I don’t speak Finnish: En puhu suomea

Do you speak English? Puhutteko 
englantia?

Where is __? Mistä täällä on ___? (for 
a facility) or Missä päin on ___? (for a 
specific place)

Where is the toilet? Missä on vessa?

Public Transport
One ticket to __, please: Yksi lippu 
_____, kiitos. 

Train: Juna

Train station: Juna-asema

Bus: Bussi

Bus station: Bussiasemalle

Airport: Lentoasema or lentokentälle 

Monday: Maanantai

Tuesday: Tiistai

Wednesday: Keskiviikko

Thursday: Torstai

Friday: Perjantai

Saturday: Lauantai

Sunday: Sunnuntai

Finnish
Note that ä is similar to the a in “at,” and ö is similar to the u in “fur.”

Lampivaara, Pyhä-Luosto National Park, Finland
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The Sámi

The Sami are the indigenous people of Lapland and are 
actually the northernmost indigenous group in all of Europe. 
Parts of Norway, Sweden, Finland, and the Kola Peninsula of 
Russia (which, as a group, are known as Sápmi) are all home 
to the modern-day Sami people, and while their way of life 
has drastically changed in the last fifty years, they are still a 
semi-autonomous people with a rich heritage.

Sajos, Inari, Finland
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(Author’s note: This is in no way meant to be a 
full overview of the Sámi culture — that would 
require at least a book to itself. Websites such as      
EveryCulture.com provide a much more complete 
description of aspects of Sámi life; this is simply a 
brief glimpse into what I learned about the Sámi 
culture from the people I met in Lapland.)

Why has the Sámi way of life changed so drastically 
in the last 50 years? According to one exhibit at 
Siida (the museum that acts as a ‘window on Sámi 
culture’ in Inari, Finland), much of this change was 
triggered by modern technology...in particular, the 
snowmobile. 

This vehicle made it possible for the Sámi to cover 
long distances that they never could have dreamed 
of with their previous modes of transport (cross-
country skis and sleds pulled by reindeer). As a result, 
it meant that they no longer had to be nomadic; they 
could base themselves in one location and still reach 
the furthest corners of their herd when they needed 
to.

One thing that has not changed for the Sámi, 
however, is their connection to the reindeer of 
Lapland. For thousands of years, they have relied on 
these animals not just for their livelihoods, but for 
transport, food, and clothing as well. The fact that 
the Sámi and their reindeer are so intertwined is 
obvious from their language; they have over 20 words 
to describe types of reindeer and a plethora of words 
to describe the various shades that reindeer come 
in, from “spotted, yellowish grey” to “light with a dark 
belly.”[1]

One piece of clothing from reindeer that you may 
notice in Lapland is the reindeer skin shoe, or skaller. 
Aside from the fact that they are covered in reindeer 
fur, they are very noticeable for the little curl on the 
end — very similar to the curl on the boots of Santa’s 
elves. 

Rather than being a fashion statement, this little 
curl had a very distinct purpose — to keep skis from 
sliding off your feet. And while you may think that 
these boots, stuffed with blister sedge grass, look too 
thin to be warm, think again. This is the go-to boot 
for extreme cold, and apparently they hold up better 
than modern-day boots — provided you can handle 
the lack of grip the sole provides!

While many Sámi have left the region for areas further 
south, and many that do live in Lapland work in other 
businesses, reindeer herding is still very much a Sámi 
profession. You may not have realised, but none of 
the 200,000 reindeer that live in Lapland are wild — 
every single one is owned by someone, somewhere. 
This someone is probably Sámi, as some of the 
countries in the region limit reindeer ownership to 
only those of Sámi descent.

The Sámi are often spoken of as one people, but 
like any group that spans wide distances, they 
have regional subgroups as well. There are many 
similarities across these groups, but also many 
differences, including language and dress. The most 
commonly spoken variation of Sámi is Northern 
Sámi, which is where the name Sápmi comes from.

While dress does differ across the different groups of 
Sámi, many of them tend to follow the same trend of 
being very craftsy (or duoddji in Sámi) and very, very 
bright. A very common mix of colours is blue and red, 
all made of beautiful woven fabrics. Even the laces 
wrapped around the skaller are woven in the same 
patterns as the gákti (formal jackets). 

In contrast, the Inari Sámi, a smaller group that lives 
around Lake Inari in Finnish Lapland, uses a mix of 
green, red, and yellow for their clothing.

Unlike in the early 1900s, the Sámi are now given a 
degree of autonomy and their language is recognised 
as an official language in some municipalities in 
each country (including Kautokeino and Karasjok in 
Norway, Gällivare and Jokkmokk in Sweden, and Inari 
and Enontekiö in Finland). 

Norwegian Sámi Parliament, Karasjok

http://www.everyculture.com
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Each of these countries now has its own Sámi Parliament (Sámediggi) 
as well. These parliaments have elected representatives from across 
Sápmi (and in Norway’s case, across the entire country) that handle 
affairs that particularly impact the Sámi people, such as protection of 
culturally important sites or the preservation of the Sámi langauge.

The parliament buildings where each parliament meets can be found 
in Karasjok in Norway, the Sajos Cultural Centre in Inari, Finland, and 
Kiruna in Sweden.

It’s highly recommended that you visit the parliament building if you 
are in the area. The Norwegian Sámediggi offers private tours and 
Sajos in Finland has exhibits that you can self-guide through.

Another option for learning about Sámi culture is to visit one of the 
many fantastic museums in the region. 

Karasjok is home to Sápmi Park, which has a number 
of real Sámi dwellings with performances that are put 
on during the summer months. Inari’s Siida museum 
has a number of fixed exhibits as well as many 
seasonal exhibits that are engaging and entertaining. 
Arktikum, the well-regarded museum and science 
centre in Rovaniemi, also has a number of exhibits 
centering on the Sámi people.

Finally, there are a number of opportunities where 
you can meet and learn from the Sámi yourself. 
Reindeer farms across Lapland, particularly in Inari, 
offer guided tours from their Sámi owners. Craft 
workshops are also available in locations such as 

Rovaniemi and Inari, where you can learn how to use 
natural materials to create jewellery, coin wallets, and 
many other small items.

No trip to Lapland would be complete without 
learning about the Sámi people and their rich 
history, so it’s highly recommended that you make 
time in your itinerary for at least one of the activities 
described above.

[1]  From Diversity in Saami terminology for reindeer and 

snow, written by Dr. Ole Henrik Magga, Professor of Saami 

Linguistics, Saami University College in Guovdageaidnu, 

Norway.

You may not have realised, but 
none of the 200,000 reindeer that 
live in Lapland are wild — every 
single one is owned by someone, 
somewhere. This someone is 
probably Sámi or of Sámi descent.

Kopara Reindeer Park, Luosto, Finland

Riddu Riddu Festival, Manndalen, Norway
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Food

The northernmost reaches of Norway, Sweden, and Finland 
are well-known for their closeness to nature, and this is 
certainly reflected in the traditional foods in the region. The 
natural ingredients in these foods speak for themselves 
without the need for overwhelming spices.

Pallas-Yllästunturi National Park, Finland
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While you’ll find the food does vary between the fjords of Lofoten and the 
fells of Finland, it will never have to travel very far to make it to your plate. 
The pride of the region’s cuisine is that it reflects the local untouched 
nature, and it is made up of some of the finest ingredients the forest and 
sea have to offer.

You will probably also notice these natural flavours are unadulterated 
by spices and other foreign flavours. As Ritva Aikio, the owner of the 
restaurant at Inari’s Siida Museum, says, the beauty of Lappish cooking 
is that the taste of the meats and vegetables are enhanced by a small 
amount of seasoning, but nothing more.

So what are some of the common dishes you can expect to come across?

The reindeer has been a crucial part of Sámi culture for thousands 
of years. Not only has this animal given them the trade of reindeer 
husbandry that has passed from generation to generation, but it has also 
provided transportation, warm clothing to help survive the frigid winters, 
and importantly, food.

While its plentifulness definitely lends to its popularity, it certainly doesn’t 
hurt that reindeer meat is a lean, tasty meat. Many people expect it to 
taste like deer, but it actually has a much less gamey flavour. Those that 
have tried it often compare it more to beef than to deer.

Reindeer is most commonly served as a sauté with mashed potatoes and 
lingonberries, which add a nice dash of tartness to the meal. 

Natural
flavours

Reindeer

Blueberry crème brûlée
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The chefs of Lapland are constantly experimenting and looking for new 
ways to serve the meat, so you’ll often have at least a few options to 
choose from. These can range from cheesy casseroles to fillets in blue 
cheese sauce to entrees of reindeer carpaccio (pictured below).

If you would like to try cooking this delicacy for yourself, Pororeseptit 
has a a number of recipes available on its website (although you will 
have to translate them from Finnish).

Reindeer is served in a number 
of ways ranging from cheesy 

casseroles to entrees of 
reindeer carpaccio.

Given the geography of Lapland and Northern Norway, it’s no surprise 
that fish is a plentiful food here. The extensive coastline of Norway and 
the lakes that dot Lapland provide locals and tourists alike with a wide 
variety of seafood options.

Cod is one of the most famous fish in the region, given that many villages 
still largely rely on the income derived from the winter cod fishing season. 
These fish can be seen all around the north of Norway from February to 
May hanging out to dry on stockfish racks (known as hjell in Norwegian). 

While much of this dried, unsalted stockfish is exported to places like 
Portugal and Africa, it is also sold in Norway, both in stores and on 
restaurant menus. In restaurants, it is often grilled; in stores, you can find 
it packaged for snacking — similar to jerky — under the name Tørrfisk. 
And, if you prefer your cod fresh, there is plenty of that available as well.

Salmon is another popular fish to eat in this region, particularly around 
the River Teno (Tenojoki in Finnish, Tana in Norwegian). This river, which 
forms part of the border between Finland and Norway, is well known as 
having the best salmon fishing in Europe. While both it and the nearby 

Fish

Svinøya, Svolvær, Norway

http://www.pororeseptit.fi/kategoriat/reseptit/
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Tornio River system (which divides Sweden and 
Finland) have fairly short fishing seasons around 
the end of June and beginning of July, you can find 
Atlantic salmon on menus all around the region year-
round. 

The Arctic char is a fish you’ll find on the menu 
throughout Lapland, as it can be found in many of the 
region’s lakes and streams. This fish is actually part of 
the salmon family but has a milder taste than its sea-
dwelling cousin. It is often served grilled with a light 
seasoning of dill and a side of potatoes.

Vendace is a significantly different fish to those 
mentioned above. With cod, salmon, and arctic char, 
one fillet with sides is a full meal; vendace, on the 
other hand, are so small that they would be almost 
impossible to fillet and eating only one would leave 
you hungry. 

Instead, these sardine-like fish are served in a small 
pile of whole fish. They are often smoked or fried and 
are served either on a bed of mashed potatoes or 
with malt bread. There’s no mistaking them when 
they are served to you, both in looks and in their 
strong aroma (which is reflected in their taste).

The Lake Kitka vendace (pictured above) is often 
specially mentioned on menus as it is known for 
being some of the most flavourful vendace in 
Lapland. You will find this fish in the region around 
Ruka and Kuusamo in the southeastern area of 
Finnish Lapland. There, it is often referred to as Kitkan 
Viisas, which means “the wise fish of Kitka.” This name 
is attributed to the fact that, while it could easily go 
downstream and cross the Russian border, it wisely 
decides to stay in Lake Kitka and therefore in Finland.

King crabs are not actually native to Northern Norway; 
they began to spread there after the Russians in Murmansk 
introduced them to increase their seafood supplies. Kirkenes, 
in particular, is almost overrun with them. This has caused 
a mixed reaction, with some happy this very tasty crab has 
taken up residence there, and others upset it is eating the 
food many native species depend on.

As a result, king crab is available on the menu across Norway, 
and in places including Kirkenes and Honningsvåg you can 
even go out with a fisherman to bring in your own dinner. 
This giant crab, which can grow up to 10kg, is deliciously 
juicy — often made even more so by the fact that it is fresh 
from the sea. A meal of king crab legs will be one of the more 
expensive options on the menu, but if you’re a seafood lover, 
it’s something you should try at least once! 

King Crab
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As you have probably realised from reading the previous sections, 
potatoes are one of the most popular side dishes in Lapland. The small 
new potatoes that are native to Lapland are often served either whole 
or mashed with a few herbs and butter to flavour. Turnips, carrots, and 
other root vegetables are also popular.

Both “squeaky cheese” and “bread cheese” are used interchangeably 
for this delicious Lapland treat, although the former may make more 
sense than the latter. That’s because this cheese, known as leipäjuusto in 
Finnish, squeaks as you chew it in a similar way to haloumi. As for its other 
name, “bread cheese” originates from the fact that this cheese is baked in 
a manner similar to bread.

Squeaky cheese is usually made from the first milk from a cow after she’s 
given birth; however, in the absence of this, it can also be made from 
either goat or reindeer milk. Once this milk is curdled and poured into a 
circular pan, it is baked until the outside bubbles in a golden brown. 

While it can be used in mains, squeaky cheese is most often served as 
a dessert, usually in slices and with a complement of cloudberry jam. 
However, there are many variations. Swedes like kaffeost (coffee cheese), 
which is squeaky cheese dunked in coffee, and many restaurants in 
Finnish Lapland serve squeaky cheese in a bowl of cream and cinnamon 
and topped with cloudberries. Regardless of how it’s served, it’s a perfect 
way to finish your meal.

Side Dishes

Squeaky
Cheese
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While you will no doubt find the wholemeal and wholegrain breads you 
might be used to elsewhere, there are also a number of unique breads and 
pastries you should try while in Lapland.

One of the most common types of bread is rye. This is a very dense 
bread, but you’ll find it is less so if you eat the crisp bread version (called 
knäckebröd in Sweden and näkkileipä in Finland). You may also notice that 
rye bread is often baked in a large donut-like shape, which was originally 
done so the bread could be hung from the ceiling when it was stored.

Throughout Finland and Sweden, one of the most common 
accompaniments to a mug of coffee is a cinnamon bun (called kanelbullar in 
Sweden and pulla in Finland). These buns are not like the American version, 
which has as much sugar as possible loaded into it; there is just enough 
of both sugar and cinnamon to make a delightful pastry that leaves you 
wanting more. Possibly even more delicious is the cardamom bun, which 
replaces the cinnamon with cardamom for an even more punchy flavour.

In eastern Finland, you’ll find the Karelian pie, or karjalanpiirakka. This 
pastry usually consists of rye bread folded over a filling of either rice or 
potatoes. Once heated, they are best with a spread of egg butter (butter 
mixed with hard boiled eggs). One of these will never be enough, so it’s 
good that you’ll often find them in hotel breakfast buffets where you can go 
back for more!

Pastries & 
breads

You may think that being covered in snow for six months of the year would 
stunt the growth of the small plants that hardly reach more than a few 
centimetres from the forest floor, but you’d be wrong. These small plants 
burst into flower once the snows have melted in June, and by early August, 
the berries are so plentiful that it’s hard to step outside in Lapland or Northern 
Norway without coming across more fruit than you could possibly pick on your 
own.

There are a number of native berries that can be found in this region. 
Blueberries are possibly the most plentiful and can usually be found in the 
undergrowth of Lapland’s forests. You often won’t have to go far to gather 
more than you can carry, since blueberry plants often grow en masse. It should 
be noted that these blueberries are not the same as the American blueberry; 
there, they are referred to as bilberries. However, they have a very similar, if 
slightly more tart, flavour.

Berries
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Other berries you may be less familiar with but can 
be found in no small supply are the lingonberry and 
crowberry. 

Lingonberries can be identified by their tiny pink 
flowers early in the summer and their juicy, small 
red berries later in the season. These berries can be 
found across Scandinavian cuisine; they are often 
served as a topping for sautéed reindeer and other 
savoury dishes but can also be found in many jams 
and even as a popular soft drink. Be warned though; 
they are quite tart direct from the vine!

Crowberries are a round, black fruit that also grow 
on small shrubs in the forest. According to the Siida 
museum in Inari, these berries have long been 
an important part of the Sámi diet, but it is more 
common to find them served as a juice or jam than 
on their own, possibly due to their milder flavour.

For the most part, you are allowed to pick these 
berries because of the “everyman’s right” principle. 
This rule, which is in effect to varying degrees in 
Norway, Sweden, and Finland, gives you the right 
to enjoy nature freely provided you are respecting 
nature and other people; you can learn more about it 
in the Everyman’s Right Chapter.

Even with everyman’s right in effect, only a small 
portion of the berries in Lapland are picked each 
year. One local in the outskirts of Rovaniemi picked 
over 60kg of blueberries on her own last year and still 
some of the berries in the area around her home were 
left unpicked! Some locals even estimate that only 
20% of the berries in all of Lapland are picked each 
year, although it would be impossible to verify such a 
statistic.

You may have noticed that the regions most famous 
berry — the cloudberry — was not mentioned above. 
This berry is so named because its shape somewhat 
resembles a cloud, but it may be easier to picture if 
you think about a smaller, rounder raspberry that is a 
brilliant red when unripe and orange when ripe. 

While it doesn’t resemble a cloud in colour — unless 
you’re thinking about the brilliantly lit clouds of a 
sunrise or sunset — it does resemble one in shape, 
from which the name is said to come.

Cloudberries have quite a unique, yet subtle, 
taste (which, despite their look, is nothing like a 
raspberry’s). The berries are incredibly juicy and their 
flavour lends itself very well to a number of different 
desserts, from squeaky cheese to soufflés to ice 
cream.

While cloudberries are possibly the most sought-out 
berry, they are also very difficult to gather. Unlike 
blueberries, which grow en masse, cloudberry plants 
are much more spaced out. They are much more 
sensitive to temperature variations, so if there are too 
many frosts at the beginning of the summer, they can 
die and not flower at all.

They also flourish in swampy areas, which are 
unfortunately also the place that you’ll find the 
most mosquitoes; given the millions of these biting 
insects that inhabit Lapland during the summer, this 
can often make for a very uncomfortable picking 
experience.

Cloudberries are also not fully covered by everyman’s 
right. In particular, you cannot gather and take 
cloudberries out of Norway’s Finnmark county 
without express permission. You can eat all the 
cloudberries you want as you go, but if you try to take 
them with you, you could be subject to heavy fines.

This may make the cloudberry seem like more effort 
than it’s worth, but you’ll quickly find that the hunt 
for them is addictive, as is their flavour once you do 
find a little treasure trove! Cloudberries, as well as all 
the other berries you’ll find seemingly everywhere 
you look, are some of the iconic flavours of Lapland 
and Northern Norway that you couldn’t possibly 
miss trying on your Arctic trip. And, even if you don’t 
visit in August, these berries last well into the winter 
as juices, jams, preserves, and any number of other 
fruity products.

And Much, Much More...
This is by no means a comprehensive list of all the food options you’ll have in Lapland and Northern Norway, 
since it would be impossible to cover all of the specialties offered in the area’s sub-regions. However, you 
should now recognise some of the most popular menu options, and hopefully it has whet your appetite for the 
natural ingredients Lapland is so famous for.

Smoked Pork Belly
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Everyman’s Right

Most of the Nordic countries (including Norway, Sweden, 
Finland, and Iceland) have enshrined “everyman’s right” — 
the right to public access of the countryside and natural areas 
— in law. What does this mean to you on your trip there in 
terms of what you can and cannot do?

Kesänkitunturi, Pallas-Yllästunturi National Park, Finland
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All three of the countries covered in this guide 
treat “everyman’s right” as law (even if it has 
not been officially written down as such). Called 
allemannsretten in Norwegian, allemansrätten 
in Swedish, and jokamiehenoikeus in Finnish, 
this right generally allows you to roam the 
countryside — regardless of whether it is public 
or private property — as long as you are not 
disturbing people, wildlife, or the landscape 
unnecessarily.

Everyman’s right means that you can go hiking 
across the fells or into the mountains, but you 
generally can’t set up camp in someone’s front 
yard. You can pick berries and mushrooms to 
your heart’s content (provided they are not 
protected species), but you cannot cut down a 
tree, which you shouldn’t need to do anyway 

since wilderness huts are fully stocked with 
firewood regardless of season. 

Essentially, the granting of this right means 
you are being trusted to use your common 
sense as to whether you should or should not 
do something while out in nature. You are also 
being trusted to be responsible and ensure that 
the countryside is being left in as good a state 
for others as you found it. The maxim of “take 
only pictures, leave only footprints” very much 
applies; in Sweden, the saying is “do not disturb, 
do not destroy.”

To be specific, this right includes the freedom to 
do the following:

• Hike, mountain bike, and ski

• Picking (some) berries, mushrooms, and 
flowers

• Swimming, kayaking, and other non-
motorised watersports

• Fishing in saltwater

And generally does not include the following:

• Crossing farmland (unless during the winter 
months once there is a base of snow)

• Using motorboats in freshwater lakes and 
rivers

• Fishing in freshwater

• Hunting

• Picking specific species of berries 
(cloudberries in particular — see the 
“Berries” section in the Food chapter for 
more detail)

Lake Menesjärvi, Inari, Finland
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• Picking protected wildflowers

• Lighting open fires

• Camping within the immediate vicinity of a 
private dwelling

• Any antisocial behaviour, such as littering

Everyman’s right makes the beautiful nature of the 
Nordic countries that much more accessible to 
everyone and it’s a sign of the how important this 
right is to the culture of the Nordic countries that it 
has survived even in today’s crowded world. Not only 
does it grant you more freedom, but it also makes 
even more free activities available to you, which is 
important in a region such as Scandinavia where the 
general cost of travel is high.

If you are planning to make use of everyman’s right on your trip, it’s worth knowing the specifics related to the 
country in which you are travelling. These official resources can help guide you.

• The Right to Roam from the Norwegian Environment Agency

• The Right of Public Access from the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency

• Brochure on Everyman’s right in Finland from the Finnish Ministry of the Environment

Gullesfjord, Vesterålen, Norway

http://www.miljodirektoratet.no/en/Areas-of-activity1/Outdoor-recreation/Right-to-Roam/
http://www.swedishepa.se/Enjoying-nature/The-Right-of-Public-Access/
http://www.ym.fi/en-US/Latest_news/Publications/Brochures/Everymans_right(4484)
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Festivals & Events

While the biggest festival of the summer is most definitely the 
midsummer celebrations, Lapland and Northern Norway also 
play host to a number of other unique festivals during the 
summer months. Which festivals should you make an effort to 
include in your itinerary?

Riddu Riddu Festival, Manndalen, Norway
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Some of these events, like the 
Midnight Sun Film Festival 
in Sodankylä, are fairly well 
known and attract a number 
of visitors, whether they are 
from the southern parts of 
Scandinavia or further afield. 

Others are very much local 
community events where you 
will get a real taste of what it’s 
like to live in the region. 

In this chapter, you’ll find 
descriptions of some of the 
largest festivals in the region. 
This covers a variety of festivals 
but is not the complete list. It’s 
always a good idea to check 
if any events are occurring in 
the area you are planning to 
visit as they may impact your 
accommodation and transport 
bookings...and they may add 
a must-see to your itinerary as 
well! 

Kemijoki, Rovaniemi, Finland
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Aside from Christmas, Midsummer is probably the 
most important date on the calendar in Sweden 
and Finland (and less so in Norway, whose big 
celebrations happen earlier in the year on May 17th, 
the Norwegian National Day).

The origin of the Midsummer celebrations lies 
thousands of years ago in the pagan summer solstice 
festival observed on 24 June. In the early years of 
Christianity, it became better known as St. John’s 
birthday. While the Norwegians have stuck to 23 
June, calling it St. John’s Eve, the day has fluctuated 
in other countries, particularly as the summer 
solstice is now commonly on 21 June (although it can 
be anywhere between 20-22 June).

While each country has its own unique way of 
celebrating this holiday, they all have one thing in 
common: it’s a time to escape from daily life and 
enjoy time outdoors with friends. It marks the 
beginning of the “short” summer season and often 
the beginning of long summer holidays for many who 
live here. After all, if you spent months in the darkness 
and six months under a blanket of snow, you would 
want to get out and celebrate sunshine and warmth 
too!

Midsummer
Norway - 23 & 24 June 2016, Sweden & Finland - 24 & 25  June 2016

As mentioned earlier, Norway observes St John’s 
Eve (Sankthansaften) and St John’s Day; however, 
unlike Sweden and Finland, these are marked on 
the calendar as “observances” rather than national 
holidays.

While this day does not mark the beginning of a long 
period of holidays for Norwegians — whose holidays 
usually begin in July — it is still a day for partying. 

Many people flock to beaches and lakes, where they 
can hopefully barbecue a fresh catch of fish and 
enjoy plenty of aquavit (a spiced spirit similar to 
vodka that is popular in the Nordic countries).

As the sky lights up in the colours of northern 
midnight, the countryside lights up with it as bonfires 
begin to be lit. These bonfires symbolise the warmth 
and light of the short summer months and are a 
perfect gathering place for friends to laugh, dance, 
and be merry for the rest of the night — not that they 
need the extra light, since the sun will never set!

Norway - Sankthansaften

Contrary to what you might expect, Sweden’s 
midsummer celebrations (known as midsommar) do 
not always fall on the summer solstice (the longest 
day of the year). Instead, Midsummer Eve is always 
on the Friday falling between 20-26 June, with 
Midsummer the following day.

Many Swedes see Midsummer as the perfect reason 
to get out of the city and head to their lakeside 
cottages. City streets will be strangely empty — and 
nearly all shops closed — and lakesides and country 
towns are suddenly bustling.

Midsummer is usually enjoyed with a large group 
of family and friends; this is certainly no holiday for 
calm and silence. Unlike in other Nordic countries, 

the centrepiece of these gatherings is a maypole, 
adorned with flowery wreaths matching those in the 
hair of many gathered around it. 

Like any holiday, food plays a big part in Midsummer 
as well. In Sweden, meals often start with pickled 
herring and new potatoes with dill and finish with a 
bowl of strawberries.

In most of Swedish Lapland, the sun will stay high in 
the sky all night long; even in places like Luleå that 
are south of the Arctic Circle, darkness will never 
arrive. So, it’s no surprise that dancing and partying 
from Midsummer Eve can continue well into the 
morning of Midsummer!

Sweden - Midsommar

Ounaskoski Beach, Rovaniemi, Finland
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Finland - Juhannus
Like Sweden, Midsummer Eve and Midsummer 
(or Juhannus) always fall on the Friday & Saturday 
between 20-26 June, and like the Swedes, the Finns 
see this as the perfect excuse to head to their cottages 
on nearby lakes or in the fells.

While many Finns fish and take part in other water 
sports on Midsummer, one of the most important 
water-based activities is based around the sauna. 
The sauna is one of the cornerstones of Finnish life; 
many Finns were born in saunas, and it’s often the 
backdrop for important moments in Finns’ lives. It’s no 
surprise, then, that many Finns spend at least part of 
Midsummer Eve basking in the heat of a sauna…but it 
may surprise you that they often complement this with 
a skinny dip in the chilly lake nearby! 

As in Norway, bonfires (kokko) are a crucial part of 
Finnish Midsummer celebrations, as they used to be 
a way to keep the evil spirits away from the upcoming 
harvest. All across the country, cones of wood are 
erected early in the day to be burned at midnight. City, 
country, big celebration, or small, you’ll have a bonfire 
to sit around underneath the midnight sun. 

The cities of Lapland feel empty on Midsummer (with 
all shops and nearly all food outlets closed), and 
walking down their streets has a feeling very similar 
to that of a ghost town. Interestingly enough, though, 
once the midnight sun begins to circle across the 
northern sky, even these cities come to life. 

Those that have not escaped to the country for the 
weekend begin to gather on the city’s waterways (or in 
its other natural areas), and any nearby dance halls are 
full to the brim. This is definitely the case in Rovaniemi, 
where a bonfire is lit on Ounaskoski Beach at midnight 
as the crowds buzz on the sand behind.

Ounaskoski Beach, Rovaniemi, Finland
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There’s no doubt that Midsummer is the largest festival 
of the summer; it’s an unforgettable night of revelry 
even for those that do not have their own summer home 
to which they can escape. Plus, if you time it properly, 
you may even manage to have two midsummer 
celebrations: one in Sweden or Finland followed by one 
in Norway!

Kemijoki, Rovaniemi, Finland
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From 1 June to 15 August, concerts are held 
nightly at the simple but majestic Arctic Cathedral 
(known as the Ishavskatedralen in Norwegian). 
This cathedral is one of the defining landmarks of 
the city, and its undulating triangular shape can 
be picked out at the far end of the Tromsø Bridge 
from many vantage points in the city. It’s rumoured 
that this cathedral was built either to imitate a hjell 
(stockfish drying rack) or the northern lights, but 
no one really knows for sure.

Tromsø’s midnight sun concerts are held at 
this cathedral every summer evening between 
11.30pm-12am under the light of the midnight 
sun; while you won’t quite be outside, you’ll feel 
very close to it with the golden rays lighting up the 
building around you. 

Rather than featuring a headline act, each concert 
features a range of music that generally includes 
choral music as well as Norwegian folk songs. 
Tickets cost 170nok for adults and 50nok for 
children and can be booked through the Visit 
Tromsø website.

The Midnight Sun Film Festival, now in its 30th year, is 
held every June in Sodankylä, a town located roughly 
halfway between Rovaniemi and Ivalo in Finnish 
Lapland.

This festival is a showcase of both Finnish and 
international films, and while it may not bring in the 
star power of say, Sundance or Cannes, a huge range 
of directors descend upon the town in mid-June to 
show off their most recent works. Those directors 
aren’t alone, either; while Sodankylä usually has a 
population of around 9,000, those numbers swell by 
nearly 30,000 during the festival.

Of course, one of the shining stars of the Midnight Sun 
Film Festival is its namesake, the midnight sun. Since 
Sodankylä is well above the Arctic Circle, by the time 
the festival comes around, it’s already been quite a 
while since residents have seen the sun set. All that 
sunlight means there is really no reason to sleep, so 
it’s not uncommon for film screenings to start well 
after midnight. You think 2001: A Space Odyssey 
was a bit mind-bending at a normal time of day? Try 
watching it at 1am!

Overall, this film festival reflects Lapland as a 
whole. It’s relaxed and unpretentious in a way that 
its southern counterparts will never be. Its central 
theatre, which is equipped to show 70mm films, is a 
giant circus tent, tickets start at just €8, and a number 
of attendees camp as though they were at a music 
festival instead.

While there is not enough accommodation in 
Sodankylä for all visitors, a number of extra options 
(such as mattresses in a school gym) are available 
for the duration of the festival. The festival also 
runs a bus between Sodankylä and Luosto to take 
advantage of the accommodation there. For more 
information, see the Midnight Sun Film Festival 
website.

Midnight Sun Film Festival
Sodankylä, Finland - 15-19 June, 2016

Midnight Sun Concerts
   Tromsø, Norway - 1 June-15 August 2016

Lampivaara, Luosto, Finland

Arctic Cathedral, Tromsø, Norway

http://booking.visittromso.no/en/event/a933494/midnight_sun_concert_at_the_arctic_cathedral_933494/showdetails
http://booking.visittromso.no/en/event/a933494/midnight_sun_concert_at_the_arctic_cathedral_933494/showdetails
http://www.msfilmfestival.fi/index.php/en/
http://www.msfilmfestival.fi/index.php/en/
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This intriguingly-named festival, which means “little storm on the 
coast” in Northern Sámi, has been held every July in Norway’s Kåfjord 
municipality for the last 25 years. It is an international indigenous 
festival, so while it focuses on the Sámi, festival organisers welcome 
indigenous artists to participate from around the world. In 2015, 
musicians travelled from as far away as Australia to perform at Riddu 
Riđđu.

While music is perhaps the best-known aspect of this festival, Riddu 
Riđđu encompasses a number of other aspects of Sámi culture 
as well. Throughout its four days, you can take part in workshops, 
see art exhibitions, watch films, and attend seminars held by the 
University of Tromsø. There is a children’s festival with plenty to 
keep the children entertained, as well as a Sámi market that sells 
local foods as well as duodjji and other crafts mentioned in the Sámi 
chapter.

While Riddu Riđđu does offer a large camping 
area for those attending the festival — and it’s 
highly recommended that you camp here, since 
the accommodation options in the area are fairly 
sparse — this is separate to another unique feature 
of the festival — the Riddu Siida (Riddu Home). 

This area, which in 2015 wrapped behind the main 
stage, is filled with traditional Sámi lavvu tents 
(the dwellings that herders would erect as they 
followed their reindeer around Lapland) as well 
as a few indigenous dwellings from areas further 
afield. The 2015 program stated that, along with 
local Sámi people, that in this “vibrant activity- 
and mingle-area” you could meet people from 
Russia, Greenland, and the Six Nations people from 
Ontario, Canada.

Like many festivals at this time of year, there is no 
need for the program to finish early; since Riddu 
Riđđu is nestled outside the town of Manndalen 
at 69.5ºN, the sun still shines all night long even 
in mid-July. Main acts often do not take the stage 
before 1am; in the 2015 festival, it was a surprise 
when Mari Boine, described as the ‘Queen of Joik,’ 
took stage around midnight (after an earlier act 
pulled out).

While the music performed at Riddu Riđđu has a 
variety of influences and each act can differ wildly 
from the next, joiking is often something they have 
in common. 

Riddu Riđđu 
Festival
Manndalen, Norway - 13-17 July 2016
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A joik (or yoik) is a traditional Sámi way of singing 
that is best described by Ursula Länsman of the Sámi 
group Angelit:

“A yoik is not merely a description; it attempts 
to capture its subject in its entirety: it’s like a 
holographic, multi-dimensional living image, 
a replica, not just a flat photograph or simple 
visual memory. It is notabout something, it is that 
something. It does not begin and it does not end. 
A yoik does not need to have words – its narrative 
is in its power, it can tell a life story in song. The 
singer can tell the story through words, melody, 
rhythm, expressions or gestures.” [1]

The joik is a beautiful and at times, very haunting, 
form of musical expression. It’s also a song that is 
truly best when experienced in concert, in the middle 
of a valley with mountains rising all around you and 
the glow of the midnight sun lighting the crowd in 
front of the stage. It’s not something that you need 
to know the words to; it’s a song where you can sit 
back with your eyes closed and feel what the singer 

is feeling. It’s a concert experience that is likely to be 
unlike anything else you’ve seen.

Since you’re unlikely to be moshing, it can get a bit 
chilly in these early hours of the morning; luckily, if 
you forget some gear (like gloves), there are plenty for 
sale in the markets nearby. The food will also warm 
you to the core; reindeer stew is one of the meals on 
offer and is exactly what you’ll need in between acts.

As mentioned above, camping is highly 
recommended, especially as day parking around 
the site is quite limited. Camping at the festival is 
free of charge. To get there, you can either drive 
from Tromsø (2 hours) or take the bus from Tromsø 
to Manndalen. A ticket, which gets you a festival 
wristband, is required to access the site; these can be 
purchased on the Riddu Riđđu website. Full festival 
passes cost 1350kr ($165) while a daypass costs 700kr 
($85).

[1] From “Sami Culture and the Yoik,” written by Ursula 

Länsman. http://www.folkworld.de/9/e/sami.html

Cloudberry Festival
Vuollerim, Sweden - 5-7 August 2016

The cloudberry is also known as “Lapland Gold,” 
both for the fact that it is golden and grows natively 
in Lapland as well as the fact that finding them in the 
wild is almost like finding your own little stash of gold. 
As described in the Food chapter, these berries are 
not always easy to come by, but when you do find 
them, they are always a treat.

Vuollerim in Swedish Lapland is one of many good 
places to pick cloudberries starting in late July, and 
to celebrate, they have started their own “Cloudberry 
Festival.” 

What exactly does a Cloudberry Festival entail? As 

with some other events in Lapland, not many details 
are available online outside of the tour companies 
selling packages for daytrips there. If you do decide 
to visit independently, you will likely be guided 
as to where you can find cloudberries to pick for 
yourself and then have the option to participate 
in “Cloudberry Indulgence,” a three-course meal 
(all of which feature the golden berry) at the Hotel 
Vuollerim.

The following day, there is a competition for 
cloudberry recipes, where entrants compete for the 
best cloudberry-inspired dish without actually having 
to give their recipe out to the public.

More information can be found on the Lapland 
Vuollerim website.

A place you're likely to find cloudberries.

http://riddu.no/en/billetter
http://laplandvuollerim.se/en/packages/summer/cloudberry-festival/
http://laplandvuollerim.se/en/packages/summer/cloudberry-festival/
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If you like multi-day hikes through the wilderness, then you’ll want 
to head to Pallas-Yllästunturi National Park in late August. It’s here 
that you’ll find one of the larger hiking events in Lapland.

The ‘Lapland Classic’ takes you north through the pristine 
national park of Pallas-Yllästunturi, which is home the Western 
Lapland Great Fells chain, a chain of fells more than 100km long. 
You’ll hike over these fells, taking in sweeping views as you go, 
and visit numerous villages. It’s a breathtaking part of Lapland 
that many people only see in small pieces; you’ll be seeing 
virtually the entire length of the national park in only a few days.

One of the best parts of this hike is the fact that 
it caters for both experienced and beginner 
walkers alike. As long as you are capable 
of walking up to 142km over several days, 
you can take part in this walk. All food and 
accommodation will be organised for you, 
and the best part is that your luggage will be 
transported between locations. That means 
you’ll only have to carry a daypack with you, 
leaving you free to enjoy the walk without the 
burden of all of your gear! 

The “Original” version of the Lapland Classic 
covers the 142km between the village of 
Äkäslompolo in the south to Hetta in the north. 
The “Pikkumutka” version of the Classic cuts this 
in half and covers the 74km from Pallas to Hetta.

More information about the Lapland Classic can 
be found on the Safartica website.

Lapland
Classic
Äkäslompolo & Hetta, Finland
27 August - 1 September 2016

Kesänkitunturi, Pallas-Yllästunturi National Park, Finland

http://www.laplandclassic.com/en/Lapland-Classic
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When To Go

No two months of summer in Lapland are the same (which is 
reflected in the fact that the Sámi actually divided summer 
and autumn into three different seasons — summer, the 
harvest, and autumn). So when should you go to Lapland? 
What part of summer is best based on the activities you want 
to do? 

Mt Nuolja, Abisko National Park, Sweden
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In late May and early June, Lapland and Northern Norway spring 
into life. The trees seem to go from being bare to a brilliant green 
overnight and wildflowers begin to carpet forest floors. By this point, 
the snow has receded into pockets on the fells to give way to the 
summer.

June is the month of nightless nights; even at the Arctic Circle, one 
of the southern bounds of this region where there is officially only 
one day of midnight sun (June 20th), the rest of the month will still 
feature “white nights” — nights where the sun disappears below the 
horizon but it never gets truly dark. In what should be the dead of 
the night, the sky lights up in pink and orange, and while the wildlife 
goes silent, you’ll often find people out and about, taking in all they 
can of the short season.

The weeks before midsummer are often very quiet 
tourist-wise across the region; most Scandinavians 
do not take holidays until midsummer or later, so if 
you travel before then, you’ll often find you are only 
sharing guesthouses or restaurants with a couple 
other travellers.

Midsummer itself is a huge celebration across the 
Nordic countries and is well worth planning a trip 
around. More information about this holiday’s revelry 
can be found in the Festivals chapter. 

However, it’s worth noting that if you travel around 
midsummer, you need to book your accommodation 
well in advance as many locals use the long weekend 
as a chance to get out of the city.

The final weeks of June bring with them the best 
weeks of salmon fishing for the year. If you’re a 
fisherman, you’ll definitely want to be on either the 
Teno/Tana or Muonio/Tornio river systems for this 
time of year. More detail can be found in the Activities 
chapter of this guide.

June

Tenojoki, Utsjoki, Finland
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Many of the wildflowers that bloomed in June 
turn into berries by late July. This is a very 
popular activity and there’s no place better to 
gather up a kuksa-full, or even a bucketful, of 
berries! More information about berry picking 
can be found in the Food chapter.

Mosquitoes are also rampant across Lapland 
during July (they are less of a menace in coastal 
parts of Northern Norway but are still around). 
See the Mosquitoes chapter for more detail on 
how to best deal with them.

Many Scandinavians take their summer trips in 
July, so you will find that there is less availability 
in accommodation at this time of year, 
particularly if you are booking late. One place 
that is particularly difficult to book, especially 
in mid- to late-July is the Lofoten Islands. Even 
if you book two months beforehand, you’ll find 
that the limited accommodation options here 
(consisting mostly of rorbuer — fisherman’s 
cabins — and guesthouses/hotels in Svolvær 
and Leknes) are completely full.

In Lofoten, you will notice the crowds, but 
elsewhere in Lapland and Norway, you’ll still 
find that, despite the extra people, there is still 
so much space that you can easily find your own 
slice of wilderness with no one else around.

The midnight sun continues long into July for the more northern 
areas covered in this guide; in the case of Nordkapp (North Cape), the 
midnight sun lasts for the entire month. Even in areas further south 
such as Rovaniemi, the nights will stay light for much of this month.

In Lapland, July is the month with the highest temperatures, so it’s 
a perfect time to go hiking, kayaking, mountain biking, or do any 
other outdoor activity that may take your fancy. For instance, this 
is a popular month to hike on the Kungsleden track through the 
mountains of Swedish Lapland.

Salmon fishing continues to peak for the first few weeks of July, so if 
you’re looking to do this, you’ll want to make sure you travel as early 
in the month as possible. Otherwise, there is still plenty of fishing 
available for other species (such as arctic char and trout).

July

Abisko National Park, Sweden

Lyngen Alps, Norway
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By August, the midnight sun has finished and days are 
rapidly decreasing in length; this happens so quickly 
that, by the last week of the month in the more 
southern latitudes, the skies are so dark at night that 
it’s possible to see the northern lights again (if the 
conditions are right).

The temperatures in August are still quite high 
(relatively speaking); in Lapland, they are slightly 
lower than those in July, but in Northern Norway, 
this is the warmest month. While August does tend to 
have slightly more rainy days on average than June 
and July, it’s still a perfect for outdoor pursuits, as 
evidenced by the fact that one of the larger organised 
hiking events — the Lapland Classic — takes place in 
late August.

August also signals the beginning of the “harvest” 
season in Lapland (one of the eight seasons that this 
region’s weather is often divided into). This means 
that berry and mushroom picking are often at their 
best during this month, and you’ll still have plenty of 
light to pick them by as well.

Being in the “harvest” season means that it’s not 
quite summer but not quite autumn yet either. The 
change of colours — also called ruska in Finland — 
usually will not start until September and will only 
last a few weeks, so if you’re looking for autumn 
colour, it’s worth waiting until then for your trip.

When Should I Go?

Nikkaluokta, Sweden

August
In Northern Norway, the first few weeks of August are 
still part of the high season, so the warning about 
accommodation vacancy rates from the July section 
still applies. By the second half of August, there will 
be significantly less people around, so this may be an 
ideal time to plan your trip there.

Unlike in winter, there is no clear-cut answer as to the 
best month to travel to Lapland or Northern Norway 
in summer; it really depends on what you are looking 
for. 

If there is a particular activity you are looking to take 
part in (salmon fishing or berry picking), then you 
should travel based on the ideal time for each. If you 
are looking to avoid peak season when there will 
be more travellers around, you should travel during 
the early or late summer (being June or the last few 
weeks of August).

Otherwise, the best overall month to travel in either 
area is probably July. Being right in the middle of 
the summer, everything you are looking for should 
be open and the weather will hopefully be at its 
warmest.
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Packing List

The clothing you choose for your summer trip to the Arctic 
is not quite as crucial as it would be if you were travelling in 
winter. However, having the right gear in your bag can make 
the difference between a good and a great holiday.
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As you read in the Weather chapter, the weather in Lapland and 
Northern Norway in summer is not always predictable. It can 
snow on midsummer or it can get into the low-30s and be hotter 
than large portions of the European continent. Therefore, there’s 
no one set packing list that will work for every situation, so this 
chapter should be taken as a list of recommendations rather than 
a complete, prescriptive list.

Overall, the strategy recommended in this chapter can be 
described in one word: layers. Rather than packing for the 
extremes, if you pack a series of layers that work well together, 
you should be able to comfortably get through whatever weather 
situation Lapland throws at you.

What Should
I Pack? Basic Clothing 

Limited cotton: Cotton absorbs moisture and 
quickly becomes a fabric that makes you colder 
rather than warmer. While this is not as much of a 
concern in summer, it’s still likely that you will be 
participating in outdoor pursuits where materials 
like wool and synthetic fabrics designed for 
moisture-wicking will be better.

T-shirt & shorts: You’ll want these light layers in 
case the temperature gets up around 30 ºC. 

Swimsuit: Even if the weather is a little cooler, 
there will be plenty of opportunities to wear a 
swimsuit — after all, lakeside life is a huge part of 
summer in Lapland. Also, while it is standard to use 
single-sex saunas in the nude, it’s common to wear 
swimsuits in joint saunas.

Thermals: It may seem like overkill to take 
thermals on a summer trip, but you never know 
when the temperature is going to dip in the Arctic 
Circle. On 4 July, 2015, it was 2ºC at Nordkapp and 
blowing a gale. Days before midsummer 2014, 
large portions of Lapland got snow. A good base 
layer of merino wool or polypropylene (both top 
and pants) will help keep out the chill on days like 
these. Wool is the best fabric you can get, since it 
helps to regulate your temperature more (keeping 
you warm in winter and cooler in summer) and it 
doesn’t start to smell as quickly. 

Long sleeved shirts & light pants: The key here 
is to have something light that covers as much skin 
as possible. Ideally, you’ll be able to wear these on 
all but the hottest days and give yourself a bit more 
protection from mosquitoes and the elements 
(after all, with 24 hours of sun, it’s still very possible 
to get sunburned!).

Midlayer: Warm fabrics without the bulk are 
important here so you don’t take up too much 
space in your suitcase. Zip-up wool sweaters (even 
up to 320GSM) are a light but warm midlayer. You’re 
likely to wear this most evenings and on some of 
the cooler days.

Waterproof jacket: A raincoat is an absolute must 
for summertime in both Lapland and Northern 
Norway. A Gore-tex waterproof jacket is ideal as 
they are breathable and waterproof in even the 
strongest storms; if you don’t have one, you should 
bring along a waterproof jacket with a high rating 
that ensures you stay dry in moderate rain. This 
is preferable to an umbrella since an umbrella 
is not useful during activities such as mountain 
biking, and in Norway, the wind often makes it very 
difficult to keep an umbrella upright and right-way-
in! Plus, raincoats are useful even on dry weather 
days if you’re taking part in an activity such as 
kayaking.

Waterproof pants: This one is not as essential as 
the waterproof jacket, but it’s crucial if you plan on 
taking part in pursuits such as hiking. Track pants 
and hiking pants are often water-resistant, but if 
you’re stuck outside in the rain, you’ll quickly find 
that you are cold and miserable. Make sure you buy 
these to fit over a normal pair of shorts or pants.

Wool socks: Another very handy item if you plan 
to go hiking. As mentioned above, wool is an 
ideal fabric and will take longer to feel like you’re 
squishing around in your boots.

Clothing-wise, you should consider bringing the following items:

Nikkaluokta, Sweden
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Protection 
from the 
Elements

Hat: In a land where the sun is up 24 hours a day, you’ll likely want to 
shade your eyes (and protect your scalp from getting sunburned)!

Sunglasses: Same as above (except for the sunburn part).

Mosquito nets: Some people find that these nets, which you usually 
drape over your head with the help of a hat, help keep their faces clear of 
mosquitoes. Others find them annoying because they impede your vision. 
They’re only a few Euros from the supermarket, so if you’re struggling to 
deal with the mozzies, you should try them.

Shoes
Good, broken in hiking boots: Even if you 
don’t plan on doing multi-day hikes, you’ll 
probably find that you end up living in your 
hiking boots. Wearing them means that you’ll 
be able to cross uneven terrain (which there 
will be a lot of), wade across shallow water 
without getting your feet wet, and protect 
your feet from bites and scratches from 
brambles. You’ll also have more comfortable 
shoes on activities, since you’ll often be able 
to wear your own rather than using the shoes 
provided to you.

You should make sure that your boots are 
broken in well before you leave for your trip. 
There’s nothing worse than trying to break 
in a stiff pair of boots while on holiday and 
ending up with painful, blistered feet at the 
end of the day. This region has some of the 
most unspoilt nature in the world, and you 
want to be able to enjoy being out in it!

If you don’t have hiking boots, try to bring 
along a sturdy pair of trail runners or cross-
trainers.

Rubber boots: This one is not quite as 
essential as the hiking boots, but if you are 
visiting in August and plan to pick berries — 
particularly cloudberries — you will be happy 
to have tall, waterproof boots. If you don’t 
have space, many places will rent these out.

Flip flops: Flip flops tend to come in handy 
after a long day of walking when you can’t be 
bothered putting your feet into another pair 
of shoes. They are also very useful for trips to 
saunas and hot tubs when you don’t want to 
get your main shoes wet on the return trip. 

Stora Sjöfallet National Park, Sweden
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Bug spray, bug spray, and more bug spray: While everything else on this 
list is recommended, this is an absolute must. While insect repellent will not 
make you completely impervious to the bites of this little nuisance, it will 
make the difference between a fun experience and an absolutely miserable 
one. 

Many locals recommend the green tropical-strength bottles of OFF! found 
in local supermarkets, while others swear by tins of black birch tar (a 
traditional Sámi insect repellent that has a strong smell that’s at least more 
natural than its chemical alternatives). It’s probably best if you bring or 
purchase at least two different options so you can mix and match to find 
what works best for you. You can learn more about repelling insects in the 
Mosquitoes chapter.

Anti-itch cream: Despite taking copious amount of bug spray, you will 
still end up getting bitten, whether it’s because you’ve just showered and 
then ran outside to capture the midnight sun without applying more insect 
repellent or because you just missed a spot. 

Toiletries Either way, over-the-counter antihistamine ointment 
— or anti-itch cream, if you prefer — will be a lifesaver. 
Rubbing this on your bites could mean the difference 
between a few hours of tossing and turning as you try 
not to scratch and going straight to sleep.

Moisturiser: While you won’t have the issues with 
dry skin that you would have in winter, the weather 
in Lapland can often be cool and dry enough to 
leave you with dry skin. A little bit of moisturiser each 
morning will stop this from becoming an issue.

Chapstick: The cooler air — particularly in windy 
places such as the Norwegian coast — can give you 
chapped or windburned lips. It’s much better to 
protect them from the start than to have to deal with 
the pain afterwards.

Shampoo, conditioner & body wash: Since there’s 
not as many hostels here, most places you stay in will 
provide this for you. It’s good to have a small stash 
just in case though. 

Prescriptions & other medication: Most towns 
will have small pharmacies (sometimes as part of 
the supermarket), but it’s good to travel with any 
medicines you might need rather than having to hunt 
for them when you get there. You might want to add 
some antihistamines (fexofenadine or cetirizine for 
during the day and Benadryl for the night) to your kit 
to help relieve any mosquito bite itches.

Lake Ounasjärvi, Hetta, Finland
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Camera: This is covered in significantly more detail in the Photography 
chapter of this guide. While shooting with a dSLR or mirrorless camera 
will yield higher quality photos, the conditions you’ll be shooting in during 
the summer do not demand this sort of camera. In addition, you’ll want 
something portable to take on excursions (since shooting with an SLR 
while on a mountain bike isn’t really an option). In this case, a hands-free 
option like a GoPro or a small, pocketable point-and-shoot might be a 
better option.

Spare batteries: Regardless of what camera you are using, you should 
bring at least one spare battery. You will probably be in and out of 
your hotel room during the night a lot more than usual because of the 
midnight sun, and if you only have one battery, it may not get the chance 
to fully charge and could die at an inopportune time. Having multiple 
batteries lets you leave one charging and ensure you have a full battery 
for the next day.

Memory cards: Take a lot of memory with you (or alternatively, a device 
that you can transfer photos on to). You’ll be taking a lot of photos (and 
possibly video as well). 

Portable USB charger: This is useful for the same reasons as the spare 
batteries above. A portable USB charger such as those made by Anker will 
recharge your iPhone, iPad, or other USB device in situations when you 
don’t have access to power outlets.

Kindle: You’ll spend a lot of time in the evenings watching the midnight 
sun, waiting for it to light up the sky in the colours of the sunset even 
though it’s 1am. Reading on your Kindle is a good way to pass the time 
without having bulky books taking up space in your bag.

Power adapters & chargers: Norway, 
Sweden, and Finland use the European 
two pronged plug. You’ll want a few so you 
can make sure your phone and camera 
batteries are always charged to start the 
day.

Presents for the trolls of the forest (seen to the right): Just kidding. 
That said, the trolls of Norway are supposed to be friendly and naive but if 
you get on their bad side there’s no turning back.

Tech Gear

Hamnøya, Lofoten Islands, Norway
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Visas and 
Immigration

Unlike languages and money, visas across Norway, Sweden, 
and Finland are uniform and straightforward, since all three 
countries are part of the Schengen zone. This means border 
crossings are easy because they are no longer patrolled. If 
you’re not familiar with the Schengen visa, read on to find out 
what restrictions will be put on you and how long you can 
stay in the Schengen zone.
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The Schengen agreement lets you stay in the 
Schengen zone for a total of 90 out of every 180 days. 
This zone includes:

Austria Liechtenstein

Belgium Lithuania

Czech Republic Luxembourg

Denmark Malta

Estonia The Netherlands

Finland Norway
France Poland

Germany Portugal

Greece Slovenia

Hungary Slovakia

Iceland Spain

Italy Sweden
Latvia Switzerland

Notice the inclusion of countries like Norway and 
Switzerland and the exclusion of countries like the 
UK and Ireland. That’s because the Schengen zone 
actually includes a different set countries than the EU.

It’s important to note the following about this visa:

Many countries are eligible for visa-less entry, 
meaning you will not have to fill out a visa application 
prior to arrival. Citizens of these countries will have 
their eligibility assessed at immigration in the country 
where they enter the Schengen zone.

Other countries are eligible for a three-month 
visa with the same restrictions, but you have 
to apply for it from the country that is your main 
destination (in this case, one of Norway, Sweden, 
or Finland). An up-to-date list of these countries is 
available on the official Europa.eu website.

You do not have to enter and leave from the 
same port, or even the same country. Feel 
free to fly in to Tromsø and out of Helsinki. Or in to 
Rovaniemi and out of Stockholm.

You need to keep track of your time in the 
zone. No one else will do this for you, and you’ll be 
the one at fault if you overstay your 90 days. The 
Scandinavian countries are often quite good at 
enforcing this rule too so you could be subject to 
questioning or deportation if you’re found to have 
overstayed.

You need to verify that you have a legible 
passport stamp showing your entry date into the 
EU. If you don’t, you could have issues with border 
control in the country from which you depart. This 
could include questioning all the way up to banning 
from the entire 26-member zone for a period of time.

You should make sure that you have at least 6 
months passport validity before trying to enter 
the zone. Failing to do so — regardless of travel plans 
— may result in you being blocked from boarding 
planes into the zone or being turned around once you 
arrive at immigration.

http://ec.europa.eu/immigration/do-i-need-a-visa/do-i-need-a-short-stay-visa_en
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Money

For three countries that are part of the Schengen zone, 
Norway, Sweden, and Finland don’t make it easy to cross 
the border money-wise. Only Finland uses the Euro; Norway 
and Sweden use their own versions of kronor. This combined 
with the fact that Lapland is a pretty remote place can make 
the idea of trying to access your money — and pay for basic 
needs like bus rides — a bit daunting. Fortunately, it doesn’t 
have to be that way.
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Exchange Rates
The exchange rates as of April 2016 are:

1 USD = 8.2 Norwegian Krona (NOK)

1 USD = 8.1 Swedish Krona (SEK)

1 USD = 0.88 Euros (EUR)

Finnish prices can be easier to gauge for people 
coming from countries like the US and Australia, 
where the exchange rate is much closer to one-to-
one. Watch out when you go between Sweden and 
Norway, as the two currencies may have the same 
name but their values fluctuate. Getting their values 
confused  can make a big dent on your pocketbook.

General Cost
It’s important to know up front that Lapland is an 
expensive region to travel through and that the cost 
in northern Norway will generally be slightly higher. 

Budget accommodation, as described in the 
Accommodation chapter, is available but is not as 
common as in regions more on the backpacker trail.

Many of the activities are expensive. The list in the 
Activities chapter is not comprehensive, but it should 
give you an idea of the array of options that are 
possible. From there, you will probably need to cull 
your list down to a few favourites, otherwise the cost 
of your trip will blow out.

Other general living expenses, like food (from 
supermarkets or restaurants) and petrol, are also 
higher in this region (although again, Norway is the 
most expensive and Finland the least). 

The cost of travelling here may not hit you as hard if 
you’re from a country like Australia, where the cost 
of living is already quite high. However, the difference 
from a country like the US is marked.

Credit Cards
One thing that will save you from foreign exchange 
pain in the short term is your credit (or debit) card. 
All three countries were among the most credit-card 
friendly nations in Europe, and you’ll rarely be forced 
to pay in cash. If you do have to use cash, you’ll 
usually know in advance so you can withdraw the 
right amount beforehand.

This will save you from foreign exchange pain only in 
the short term because your credit institution may 
charge you 3% or more per transaction for foreign 
transactions. In addition, they may not give you 
a very favourable exchange rate, which will make 
an already expensive destination seem moreso. 
However, they will also charge you for foreign ATM 
withdrawals — starting with a $5 base fee and 
possibly adding on a percentage of the transaction 
as well. Therefore, it pays to understand exactly what 
your card will charge you well before you leave.

Travel Made Simple has done a very useful post 
on the most traveller-friendly credit cards from 
each country. One such example is the (Australian) 
28 Degrees Card, which gives you an up-to-date 
exchange rate and has no foreign transaction fees 
(but has a higher interest rate to make up for it).

If you use a chip-and-PIN card, you may have already 
noticed while travelling that the PIN works in some 
countries but not others. For many Australian 
cards, the PIN works in Norway and Sweden with 
no problem, but they require a signature for all 
transactions in Finland. Unlike in the UK, where cards 
are outright rejected when a shop’s credit card reader 
asks for a signature, everyone seems to be happy to 
take these cards regardless of whether it is used with 
a PIN or signature.

ATM Access
Some of the small towns, including Inari in Finland 
and Reine in Norway’s Lofoten Islands, have ATMs 
that are not associated with banks. Instead, they 
can be found in the town’s main hotel, convenience 
stores, or petrol stations.

The town of Kaaresuvanto, just on the Finnish side 
of the Finland/Sweden border, does not have any 
ATMs, but the Neste Oil station lets you withdraw 
cash with a transaction (usually the cheapest thing 
you can find, i.e. chewing gum).

Some towns, like Porjus in Sweden, have no cash 
facilities, and the nearest ATMs are a 45-minute drive 
away. Even if your credit card does have foreign 
transaction fees, this is where you’ll likely find 
yourself using it anyway.

Cash Before You Go
If you are visiting only one region of Lapland or 
northern Norway, it’s likely that you’ll be flying there 
from that country’s capital. While it isn’t ideal to 
travel with large amounts of cash, it’s recommended 
that you withdraw some cash from an ATM before 
leaving either Oslo, Stockholm, or Helsinki. Not 
only will there be a lot more ATMs to choose from, 
but there’s a chance you could find one that has a 
reciprocal agreement with your bank and therefore 
has reduced fees.

It’s important to carry some cash — around the 
equivalent of US$50 to $100 — just to get yourself 
out of any situations that absolutely require it.

E63 near Kemijärvi, Finland

http://www.travel-made-simple.com/choosing-credit-and-debit-cards-for-travel/
http://www.travel-made-simple.com/choosing-credit-and-debit-cards-for-travel/
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Travelex
If you can at all avoid it, don’t use a 
money exchange…especially at airports! 
Cash is not so hard to come by in Lapland 
that it’s worth the ripoff exchange rates 
that you’ll be given.

Crossing Borders
Many people’s main concern money-wise 
in Lapland is whether they will be able 
to pay for things immediately after they 
cross a border. The fact that credit cards 
are taken everywhere — even on buses — 
makes this a non-issue, as does the fact 
that cash will be accessible in the first 
towns you stop in on the other side of the 
border.

That said, there can be situations that 
catch you unaware and without cash, so 
it’s best to give yourself some time to get 
your money situation sorted once you 
arrive in your first destination in a new 
country. 

Sales Tax
Value Added Tax (VAT) — the equivalent of 
sales tax in America and GST elsewhere 
— is fairly hefty in all the Nordic countries. 
In Norway and Sweden, it is an additional 
25% on top of your purchase, and 
in Finland it is 24% (as of April 2016). 
However, this is always included in prices 
that are quoted to you, so you don’t 
have to worry about adding additional 
amounts on at checkout for tax.

Tipping
Like most countries outside of the USA 
and Canada, tipping is not expected in 
any of the three countries covered by this 
guide. Since service staff and tour guides 
are paid reasonable wages, they are not 
depending on your tip (or anyone else’s) 
to earn enough money for their time to be 
worth it.

You should feel perfectly comfortable 
rounding up bills in restaurants and taxis, 
especially if you feel that you received 
exceptional service. One instance where 
this could be done is if you had a very 
friendly taxi driver that gives a lot of 
advice for where to go on your trip. 
However, trying to tip a tour guide in cash 
when he or she clearly wasn’t expecting 
it is more of a grey area. It might be 
well-received, but it might also cause 
an uncomfortable exchange where they 
refuse.

It’s important to carefully read your bills 
in Norway. Before you consider adding a 
tip, check to see if it’s already been added 
for you. Restaurants and tours, as well as 
other operators, can include up to a 10% 
gratuity in their bill.

For more fine-grained details on tipping 
in each country, WhoToTip.net is a great 
resource.

Conclusion
Even though it seems daunting that 
you may have to deal with up to three 
currencies throughout your trip, with a 
bit of research and pre-planning, you can 
save yourself quite a bit in fees and keep 
yourself out of (the admittedly few) binds 
for money that you may find yourself in.

Lake Ahvenlampi, Luosto, Finland

http://www.whototip.net
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Time Zones

In Lapland and Northern Norway, it is quite possible to 
cross borders and not take much notice of them. Sure, the 
road signs change slightly, but there’s not much else to 
indicate that you’ve moved into a new country. This could 
be a problem if you go into Finland without taking notice of 
the time, since you may be in shock when you arrive at your 
destination an hour late.

Stora Sjöfallet National Park, Sweden
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Norway and Sweden are both in the Central 
European timezone (CET), which is one hour 
ahead of Britain and Ireland’s GMT (Greenwich 
Mean Time). From April until the end of 
October, both countries observe daylight 
savings time and move forward one hour to 
CEST (Central European Summer Time), which 
is one hour ahead of British Summer Time 
(BST).

Finland is in the Eastern European timezone 
(EET), which is two hours ahead of Britain and 
Ireland. Finland also observes daylight savings 
time so throughout the year it stays 1 hour 
ahead of Norway and Sweden.

You should make sure you are aware of the 
time difference if you are travelling from 
Norway or Sweden into Finland and plan 
accordingly. You don’t want to arrive after 
your hotel’s check-in time or miss restaurant 
opening hours if you are arriving later in the 
evening.

TimeAndDate.com is a good resource for 
verifying what time it is in specific cities.

124

Hamnøya, Lofoten Islands, Norway

http://www.timeanddate.com
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Travel Insurance

Travel insurance is one of those things that everyone knows 
is important...yet somehow it nearly always ends up at the 
bottom of the to-do list. However, it’s very important to 
make sure you move it up your list when heading to Lapland 
because the process may take longer than you expect.

Kiutaköngäs Falls, Oulanka National Park, Finland
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Before You Start
Before applying for any insurance policy, you should 
find out if your country has reciprocal health care 
agreements with the country (or countries) you’re 
going to. These agreements, like the one Australia 
has with Sweden and Norway, will not cover all 
medical expenses but could take enough of a 
chunk out of them that you feel travel insurance 
is unnecessary. Just make sure you bring your 
national healthcare card with you!

All EU citizens that carry a European Healthcare 
Card are eligible for healthcare — however, you have 
to make sure you apply for this card before leaving 
your home country.

Region Cover
The most important thing when you apply for travel 
insurance is knowing whether Lapland is covered. 
Because much of Lapland is above the Arctic Circle, 
many companies exclude it as being too high-risk. 
World Nomads, for instance, will only cover you if 
you are doing day trips to the Arctic, and even then, 
you have to buy the highest level of adventure cover 
in addition to normal cover. More than likely, this 
means you’ll need to look elsewhere.

These exclusions are not seasonal either, so despite 
the fact that many of the risks associated with the 
Arctic Circle — mainly harsh, winter conditions — 
will not be present during your trip, you still will not 
be covered.

At this point it may seem simpler to just go without, 
but you really should have some form of cover. 
Even if you don’t plan to do anything classed as an 
“adventure” activity — kayaking, mountain biking, 
etc — accidents can happen to even the most 
careful people and you wouldn’t want to come 
home with a large medical bill as a souvenir of your 
trip.

Activities
Once you’ve found insurance that will cover the right 
region, you need to verify that most of the activities 
you’re doing will be covered. If you plan to do major 
activities like mountain biking and they aren’t 
covered, you should probably keep looking. Activity 
providers will make you sign a liability form, so if 
you run into a tree and have to be airlifted 100km to 
the nearest airport followed by a long hospital stay, 
you won’t get any money out of them.

Pre-Existing 
Conditions
As with travel insurance policies for anywhere in the 
world, you should find out what constitutes a pre-
existing condition. Many people think this would 
only include conditions that are currently affecting 
them, but that’s not how insurers see it. Take the 
case of a broken leg from 12 months prior to the 
start of a trip — one that that doctors considered to 
be fully healed. That’s still a pre-existing condition. 
If you had that injury and were evacuated only to be 
told by a doctor that your injury was related to the 
old one, you would not be covered.

Obviously it’s impossible (as well as not financially 
feasible) to try to cover every old injury or illness, 
but it is worth assessing whether there is anything 
that could cause you trouble. If so, certain travel 
insurance providers will allow you to fill out a 
medical assessment online and pay an extra 
premium to have those conditions covered.

Oulanka National Park, Finland

Stamsund, Lofoten Islands, Norway
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Most policies will only cover electronics up to a certain threshold, which 
will be detailed in the policy’s PDS (product disclosure statement). If you 
want a camera, laptop, tablet, or any other high-value electronic item that 
you’re travelling with to be insured, you will usually have to declare it and 
pay extra. Make sure you’re aware of your policy limits before travelling 
with, for instance, an expensive dSLR.

It’s also worth looking into your home contents insurance. If they cover 
items outside of the home (and in foreign countries) you may not have to 
add them again to your travel insurance.

Electronics Whatever insurance you end up buying will not be fail-safe and there 
will almost certainly be gotchas that take you by surprise. Taking 
the above factors into account when you initially buy the policy will 
hopefully limit these problems and give you some peace of mind as 
well.

Conclusion

Ballstad, Lofoten Islands, Norway
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Phone & Internet 
Service

Nowadays, everyone likes to be connected as much as 
possible while travelling, and those travelling to Lapland are 
no different. It’s understandable to be concerned that there 
will not be reliable internet access in a place so remote, but 
that couldn’t be further from the truth.

Ylläs Scenic Route, Finland
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Phone Service While there are some areas of Lapland with no reception, you’ll find that 
most places you visit have some level of reception, especially if you are in 
a town or resort or travelling along one of the main roads. 

To use this mobile phone service, you can purchase a prepaid SIM either 
in one of the southern capitals or in a convenience store in any of the 
towns in Lapland or Norway. Good choices for mobile carriers with wide 
coverage maps are Elisa or Sonera in Finland, TeliaSonera or Telenor in 
Sweden, and Telenor and NetCom in Norway. 

It’s worth noting that, while Telenor has the widest coverage in Norway, 
in summer 2015 their prepaid SIM cards were attracting such a premium 
that it was no longer feasible to purchase one for data usage; roaming 
coverage from Australia was actually cheaper! NetCom has much more 
reasonable rates and still has coverage across much of the area.

You should also do research prior to arrival to verify what size SIM cards 
each network will sell you; most networks support SIM, Mini SIM, and 
Micro SIM, but some may be easier to buy than others.

It is possible to buy a SIM card for one network and 
roam across all three countries for both data and 
phone calls. Prices will be higher than normal due to 
roaming charges, but these charges are regulated by 
the European Union and are gradually decreasing. 

As of 30 April 2016, telecoms in the EU as well as 
members of the European Economic Area such as 
Norway and Iceland are only allowed to charge 
up to €0.05 more than the standard domestic rate 
for phone calls and data usage. This will reduce 
down to no roaming charges on 15 June 2017. More 
information about these rates can be found on the 
Europa.eu website.

However, if you do decide to roam, you need to keep 
in mind that you can only buy account recharges 
for networks while in the network’s home country 

(unless you’ve managed to register your account 
online). The number for doing a recharge over the 
phone will work across countries, but the computer 
will usually only speak in the country’s native 
language, making it almost impossible for foreigners 
to actually do a top up.

If you would like to ensure that you have access to 
the mobile network without relying on organising a 
SIM card on arrival, you can buy any number of travel 
SIM cards prior to arrival. These offer the convenience 
of a guaranteed rate in your home currency so you 
know what to budget for; however, they will usually 
offer much higher rates than SIM cards purchased 
on arrival. If you choose to take this route, you will 
need to research and compare providers carefully to 
ensure you are getting the best deal possible.

Pallas-Yllästunturi National Park, Finland

http://www.elisa.fi
http://www.sonera.fi
http://www.teliasonera.com
http://www.telenor.se
http://www.telenor.no
http://www.telia.no
http://europa.eu
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Internet
Even if you do have a mobile phone 
with reception, you’ll probably want to 
save your data allowance as much as 
possible. Luckily, most hotels across 
Lapland offer wireless internet service. 
This service is reliable and usually does 
not have the silly 100MB limits you are 
subjected to in other countries (like 
New Zealand).

Some hotels, like rorbuer in Norway 
or cabins in the fells, are slightly more 
spread out, making it very difficult to 
have wireless internet across the entire 
area. Some will offer wired internet 
to make up for this, so make sure you 
bring an adapter if you have a skinny 
laptop with no ethernet port!

Alternatively, if you’d like to access the 
internet without bringing along your 
own phone or computer, most tourist 
information centres offer a computer 
or two for paid access. You can also 
find town libraries with free spots, but 
you’ll need to sign up in advance as 
these are rather limited. Unfortunately, 
there are hardly any internet cafes to 
speak of, probably because it is not 
on a well-trodden backpacker route 
and because the concept is dying off 
as more people travel with their own 
mobile devices.

Kemijoki, Rovaniemi, Finland
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Health and Safety

Norway, Sweden, and Finland are generally known as safe 
places to travel, and Lapland is no different. As long as you 
are aware of possible concerns that may arise due to the 
remoteness of the area, you should not have problems 
travelling through the region, even as a solo traveller.

Abisko National Park, Sweden
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You’ll find that you feel comfortable walking around almost everywhere 
in Lapland during the night hours (which is good, since you’ll be doing 
it fairly often to see the midnight sun). Just make sure that you still pay 
attention to your surroundings and that you don’t take undue risks, since 
there may not be a lot of people around to help you if things go wrong.

Luckily, the emergency phone number for all three countries is the same 
— 112. In Sweden and Finland, this number is used for police, ambulance, 
and the fire department. In Norway, this is only the phone number for the 
police; the fire department is 110, ambulance is 113, and sea rescue is 120. 
While you may not have phone reception in parts of Lapland, it may still 
be able to reach these SOS numbers. 

If you’ve followed the instructions in the Travel Insurance chapter, you 
should have adequate insurance to cover any personal injuries that 
happen while in Lapland that have to be treated by either a doctor or a 
hospital.

Personal 
Safety

Luckily, Lapland’s summer weather doesn’t present nearly the extremes 
— and therefore, nearly the dangers — as its winter weather. However, you 
should still always be aware of the weather and plan accordingly. 

If you are going into the backcountry, ensure that someone knows your 
plans and when you plan to be back so the alarm can be raised if you 
don’t. It’s always better to overpack in case of emergency (in terms of 
bivvy bags and other life-saving gear for cool and wet conditions) than be 
stuck facing the elements with inadequate preparation. 

“The elements” in summer will often mean rain and cool weather. If you 
are stuck outside in weather like this, it is still very possible to become 
hypothermic if you have not brought adequate clothing along with you. 
To avoid this, it’s recommended to always carry a waterproof jacket and 
pants. Not only will this keep you dry, but you’ll probably feel more than 
warm enough since many raincoats keep too much warm air in!

Weather 
Safety

Reine, Lofoten Islands, Norway
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Protecting Your 
Belongings
Crime levels are low and you will never feel like you 
need to have eyes in the back of your head as you 
may feel in some of the more southern European 
countries. You can reliably stow bags in the baggage 
hold of buses knowing that they will still be there 
when you arrive. You can sleep on those same buses 
and wake up to find that your bags have not been 
touched. 

It’s still not recommended that you leave your bags 
unattended in public as one-off incidents do occur, 
but it will be just that: an isolated incident rather than 
the norm (not that knowing this will make you feel 
any better if it happens to you). 

In case your bag is stolen, you should make sure that 
you have a backup debit card hidden separately 
(possibly in your main suitcase). It’s important that 
you’re able to withdraw cash on this card; even 
though you can pay for most things in Lapland with 
credit, you won’t want to have to pay cash advance 
fees on a credit card in the case that you really do 
need it. 

With this backup money source, you should keep 
copies of your personal documents — your passport, 
driver’s license, other credit cards, etc, as well as 
the contact details for your bank. This will help in 
case any of these documents are stolen, especially 
because you may need ID to checkin to hotels or 
flights to get back to the southern capitals where 
there are embassies that can sort out replacement 
passports. It will also help with being able to 
contact your bank and get any stolen cards cut off 
immediately. 

Driving Safety
Driving in summer presents many less obstacles than 
the equivalent drive in winter, but there are still a few 
important points to be aware of.

Watch out for reindeer — there are over 200,000 
of them in Lapland so chances are you’ll see one 
dart across the road at some point during your trip, 
especially as roads offer the reindeer a haven from 
the swarms of mosquitoes lurking in the forests. 

You should scan the sides of the road as you drive 
and be aware that if there is one reindeer, there is 
likely to be a herd nearby. Reindeer have no fear of 
cars and will happily stand in the middle of the road 
in front of a speeding car or run alongside one that 
slows down to pass it. 

Pay attention if other drivers flash their high beams at 
you as it usually means reindeer are nearby. 

If you do hit a reindeer, you have to report the 
incident to 112. Reindeer are not wild animals in 
Lapland; every one of them has an owner and that 
owner needs to be tracked down and notified by the 
local authorities. 

Moose are a big problem for motorists as well. Unlike 
reindeer, moose have a tendency to bolt straight out 
of the forest and across the road before you can have 
much time to react. As a result of this and the fact 
that they are larger with a higher centre of gravity 
than reindeer, they tend to cause a few fatalities each 
year on Lapland’s roads. 

Finding Doctors & 
Pharmacies
Doctors and pharmacies are both available 
in many regional centres and towns. If you’re 
looking for a pharmacy in Norway or Sweden, 
look for a shop labelled ‘Apotek.’ In Finland, it will 
be called ‘Apteekki.’ They usually stick with the 
internationally-recognised signage of a cross as 
well, usually in green (or sometimes red). 

You should be able to get any medicines you 
need from the pharmacy. The pharmacist can 
usually advise you on where to find a local doctor 
if necessary.

Hetta, Finland
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Therefore, you should always be alert and 
keep your attention on the road rather than on 
things like your mobile phone. If you need to 
check a map, there are plenty of places to pull 
over. 

Tiredness can become a major issue for drivers 
in the summer. Because there is sunlight 24 
hours a day, there can be a temptation to do 
long drives deep into the night. This can be a 
fatal combination when combined with the 
wildlife mentioned earlier, so please be careful. 
If you start struggling to stay awake, stop 
before your planned destination. There are a 
number of hotel chains — Thon in Norway and 
Scandic in Sweden and Finland — that operate 
hotels with 24 hour receptions where you can 
find a last-minute bed if you need it.

Finally, you’ll find that speed limits in Norway 
are generally lower than those in Sweden and 
Finland. This is because Lapland features much 
more navigable roads, whereas Norway has 
a number of mountain passes and roads that 
wiggle their way around fjords. Despite the 
aforementioned heavy fines, you’ll often find 
a Norwegian on your tail if you go the speed 
limit. Don’t worry — they’ll find a place to pass 
you. Go the speed you feel comfortable with 
and you’ve got a lot better chance of making it 
to your destination safely!

Kopara Reindeer Park, Luosto, Finland
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Transportation

You may think that independent travel in Lapland is difficult 
because the region is so remote. This couldn’t be further from 
the truth. From buses to trains to planes, Lapland has it all, 
and they are all more punctual than what you have where you 
live (unless you’re Swiss). 

Pallas-Yllästunturi National Park, Finland
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Buses
There are very few places in Lapland that are not 
reachable by a daily bus, and these buses nearly 
always run on time. It’s worth noting that many 
places have only one bus daily and that it may not be 
at a very convenient time, so you should make sure 
you are very familiar with the timetables for each 
section of your journey.

Even within each country, there are several different 
bus lines, so you will have to coordinate between 
several different timetables. When reading these 
timetables, you should always make sure you’ve 
picked the summer version as services are more 
regular than those in winter.

The main bus lines in the region are as follows (note 
that this may not be a comprehensive list):

• 177nordland.no - Lofoten Islands & Narvik

• 177nordland has actually released a mobile 
app for the most up-to-date timetables. 
This is available for both Android and iOS.

• Troms fylkestraffik - Tromsø

• 177Finnmark.no (including Honningsvåg/
Nordkapp, Karasjok, and Kirkenes)

• 177Finnmark also has a mobile app.

• Eskelisen - Finnish Lapland (anywhere from Oulu 
& Kemi north)

• Lanstrafiken Norrbotten - all of Norrbotten 
(Sweden’s northernmost county) in Sweden, 
as well as northern Vasterbotten (including 
Skellefteå and Umeå)

Trains
Trains do not have nearly the same coverage as 
buses in Lapland, and at least in Sweden, they have 
a reputation of being much less punctual. However, 
if you get the chance, you should ride one at least 
once. No other mode of transport can match the 
feeling of speeding through a pristine landscape that 
a train offers, and they are clean and full of a lot more 
conveniences than buses (like power outlets and the 
ability to get up a stretch your legs whenever you 
want). 

The routes covered by trains are: 

• Helsinki to Rovaniemi in Finland 
• From Stockholm north to Umea, Lulea, Gallivare, 

Kiruna in Sweden (continuing on all the way to 
the Norwegian fjords in Narvik) 

These corridors have many trains daily and even 
have an overnight sleeper option to get to/from the 
southern capitals. 

The two operators are SJ (Sweden) and VR (Finland).
Their prices can often beat those offered on buses — 
for instance, on some days you can get a train from 

Kiruna to Abisko for 66kr when the equivalent bus trip 
would cost 173kr. Their timetables and other useful 
information can be found on their sites linked above. 

While many locals will tell you that SJ trains can 
be delayed by up to 8 hours, this is not always the 
case, and many of them run on time (especially if the 
weather is clear).

It’s also useful to know that the bus and train 
companies are not affiliated. So, if you want to travel 
on a bus with a connection to the train, you’ll have 
to buy two tickets. It’s not fun ending up having to 
deal with a very grumpy ticket collector as you try 
to explain to him that you didn’t realise you’d have 
to connect to a train in Gällivare to get to Kiruna 
so you have a bus ticket for that section instead of 
a train ticket. Eventually, he may take pity on you, 
but depending on who it is, you may have to buy a 
second ticket for the exact same journey. 

In addition, all trains ticket specific seats, so you 
need to have a ticket to have a seat that won’t get 
taken away from you by another, properly ticketed, 
passenger.

Lakselv, Finnmark, Norway

Abisko, Sweden

http://www.177nordland.no
http://www.tromskortet.no/?lang=en_GB
http://www.177finnmark.no
http://www.eskelisen.fi/en/
http://www.ltnbd.se/?iso=en
https://www.sj.se/en/home.html
http://https://www.vr.fi/cs/vr/en/frontpage
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Planes
Flying is the best option for getting to Lapland. In little more than an hour (1/12 of 
the time of a train) you can fly to Kiruna from Stockholm. The same goes for getting 
to Narvik/Tromsø from Oslo or to Rovaniemi from Helsinki. Tromsø even boasts 
direct (2.5hr) flights from London courtesy of Norwegian. 

Because Norwegian, as a budget carrier, has entered this space, no one airline has 
a monopoly that pushes up prices. If you get in early enough, Norwegian offers 
ridiculously low prices departing from all three countries’ capitals. 

The airlines that fly to Lapland and Northern Norway in summer are Norwegian, 
SAS, Finnair, and Widerøe. Some possible airports to fly into include: 

A full list of airports in Norway, Sweden, and Finland can be found on TheAirDB.
com. 

It’s important to know that many of these towns only have flights to their country’s 
capital city — connections between nearby airports are often non-existent. 
This means that flying between cities within Lapland is infeasible for nearly all 
itineraries. 

Because Widerøe flies short routes within Northern Norway, a few more airports 
are linked here, particularly if you are flying into or out of Tromsø. 

In addition, you will often have to make connections to fly from capitals of other 
Scandinavian countries. To fly to Bodø from Stockholm, you need to connect in 
Oslo. You have no choice from Rovaniemi but to fly to Helsinki. However, it is still 
likely that these connections will take less time than any overland route.

Norway 
• Bodø 

• Harstad/Narvik Evenes 

• Tromsø 

• Alta 

• Kirkenes 

Sweden
• Luleå 

• Kiruna 

Finland 
• Rovaniemi

• Ivalo

• Kittilä

http://www.norwegian.com/
http://www.flysas.com/
http://www.finnair.com
http://www.wideroe.no/en
http://www.theairdb.com
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The Norwegian coastline is thousands of kilometres long and features the 
most spectacular fjords in the world. It’s no surprise, then, that there are 
plenty of opportunities to go out to sea and see it for yourself. The longest 
and most famous of these options is Hurtigruten.

This network of cruise ships runs from Bergen in the south to Kirkenes in 
the far north-east (near the Russian border). Each of the 34 ports between 
has one ship dock on its way north and the other on its way south daily. 
There are eleven ships in total, most built in the last 25 years specifically 
for Hurtigruten. 

Travelling with Hurtigruten is very similar to being on a cruise in another 
country, with the main difference being that you can get on and get off as 
you please rather than travelling the entire route. Many people choose 
to do the entire 12-day return journey from Bergen to Kirkenes, but 
you’ll find that most of these people are in an older age bracket, while 
most backpackers seem to stay aboard for one or two nights before 
disembarking again. 

Cruise Ships Why take Hurtigruten instead of an overland bus? 
Well, seeing the coastline by boat is a unique way to 
see the country, and as the ship hugs the shoreline, 
there’s always something to see out the window. The 
main perk is how comfortable the boat is; you’ll have 
a proper bed and cabin to yourself and you can roam 
as you please. In addition, the food on the boat is 
fantastic and is much better than what you’ll find in a 
petrol station rest stop! 

Prices on Hurtigruten vary drastically depending on 
which ports you are travelling between and what 
lodging options you choose on the boat, but they 
will be more expensive than the equivalent bus ride. 
The cheapest option is to travel “on deck,” which 
luckily doesn’t mean you have to sleep on the deck 
outside — rather, you don’t have an allocated cabin 
and need to find a corner to sleep in. There are plenty 

such corners (such as the comfy sofas in the bar) so 
you will still be able to sleep... yet your ticket will be 
half-price.

As Hurtigruten run only cruise ships, the ship you will 
travel on will be much more stable than a smaller 
boat. However, if you get seasick, it may be worth 
travelling a route that is sheltered by fjords — for 
instance, Svolvær to Finnsnes or Tromsø — instead 
of one that traverses the open Barents Sea — for 
instance, Hammerfest to Kirkenes.

If you’re looking for a unique way to see Norway 
and soak up a bit of luxury in transit, Hurtigruten is 
definitely the way to go.

http://www.hurtigruten.com
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The Inlandsbanan, or the “Inland Line” in English, is 
a 1,288km train line that runs from Kristinehamn in 
Sweden’s south to Gällivare in Swedish Lapland. This 
line cuts through the centre of the country, unlike the 
main SJ train line, which is to the east and carries on 
further to the north of the Inlandsbanan’s northern 
terminus.

Unlike most modern train travel, which is based 
around getting from one place to another in the 
minimum possible time, the Inlandsbanan is more of 
a throwback to the golden age of train travel when 
people often travelled for the sake of the journey 
rather than the destination. 

The Inlandsbanan itself resembles more of a 
tram than a train, and it trundles along the tracks 
slowly enough that you can get a real feel for your 
surroundings. 

There is no buffet car; instead, menus are passed out 
and your order will be waiting for you at a local café 
when the train makes a stop. Train conductors give 
commentary on your surroundings, and they often 
stop on a whim if there is something interesting or 
unique happening near the train line.

While you can cover the entire length of the line in 
two days and easily cover the Lapland section in 
a day, there’s no need to rush. There are plenty of 
places where you, too, could stop on a whim, be it the 
lakeside apartments at Porjus Station House or the 
wooden church village of Vilhelmina.

Services generally run once a day between 20 June 
- 28 August. Tickets can be purchased point-to-point 
or you can buy a Inlandsbanan Card, which costs 
1990sek ($245) and allows unlimited travel within 
a two-week period. For more information, visit the 
Inlandsbanan website.

Ferries

Many places in Norway are connected by ferries, 
and some are even high-speed. One place that has 
a particularly large number of ferries is the Lofoten 
Islands, since parts of them are quite close to the 
mainland by boat. Torghatten Nord operates these 
ferries. There are plenty of options, from getting from 
the mainland to the southern Lofoten Islands (Bodo-
Moskenes) to accessing the outer islands such as Rost 
and Væroy. 

These ferries are well-maintained and offer a place to 
sit and basic amenities, but don’t expect anything as 
fancy as Hurtigruten. 

Torghatten Nord also operates most ferries in the 
Tromso region as well. Boreal ferry timetables for 
Finnmark are available on the 177finnmark website 
or app. 

Inlandsbanan
Bodø-Moskenes Ferry

Porjus, Sweden

http://inlandsbanan.se/en/travel/timetables#.VwtoKRN97eQ
http://inlandsbanan.se/en/travel/timetables#.VwtoKRN97eQ
http://www.inlandsbanan.se/en/travel
http://www.thn.no
http://www.177finnmark.no
http://itunes.apple.com/na/app/reiseplanlegger-177-finnmark/id561390199?mt=8
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Rental cars are available from the larger centres 
in northern Norway and Lapland such as Narvik, 
Tromso, Kiruna, and Rovaniemi through major 
operators such as Avis, Hertz, and Sixt. Funnily 
enough, they will actually rent cars to foreigners who 
haven’t gone through the Nordic countries’ rigorous 
driving tests too! 

Driving in summer presents many less obstacles than 
the equivalent drive in winter, but there are still a few 
important points to be aware of.

Across all of the Nordic countries, it is law that you 
always drive with your headlights on. This will alert 
drivers to your presence at a much greater distance 
than otherwise, even in summer. While many cars will 
now turn their lights on by default when started, it’s 
worth checking to ensure your lights are on and that 
you are complying with the law.

All three countries also have very low blood alcohol 
limits. In Norway and Sweden, the legal limit is 0.02% 
(compare this with the 0.08% allowed in the UK and 
many American states). Finland is slightly higher 
at 0.05%. Fines for drunk driving are hefty and you 
could face imprisonment if convicted, particularly in 
Sweden. 

There are also large fines for speeding, particularly 
in Norway. While it’s rare that you’ll come across 
a highway patrolman in the more rural areas, you 
will find a number of speed cameras. All three 
countries require signs before the speed camera to 
warn you, but you’ll find that some of these signs 
are very close to the speed camera (particularly in 
Sweden).

Finally, you should always be aware of any wildlife 
on the sides of the road, in particular reindeer 
and moose. This aspect of driving in Lapland is 
discussed in depth in the Health & Safety chapter.

Conclusion
Between all of these modes of transport, you will 
have no problems planning your independent 
trip across northern Norway and Lapland. One 
important fact to take note of with all of these 
forms of transport (except for rental cars) is 
that very few of them run on Christmas Eve or 
Christmas Day, Good Friday or Easter Sunday. You 
don’t want to find yourself stuck waiting for a bus 
in the snow only to find out it won’t be coming at 
all, so please make sure to plan around this.

Rental Cars

Europcar Rental, Pallas-Yllästunturi 
National Park, Finland
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Accommodation

Lapland and northern Norway aren’t exactly on the normal 
backpacker trail, and it doesn’t help that the Nordic countries 
are expensive to travel around to begin with. Plus, while there 
are less novelty hotels than in summer, there are still some 
very unique places to stay. What are your options and how do 
you decide exactly where to stay? 

Ounasvaaran Lakituvat, Rovaniemi, Finland
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Hostels are not exactly as widespread in Lapland as they are in the southern areas of Norway, Sweden, and 
Finland. Some towns will not have hostels as an option at all, leaving you only the more expensive options — 
something that can eat through your budget quickly. However, if you do your research beforehand, you’ll know 
where you have this budget accommodation option so you can budget accordingly. 

At the time of writing, Svolvær, Tromsø, Honningsvåg, Rovaniemi, Luleå, Jokkmokk, and Abisko all have one 
hostel each. You can expect to pay between $50-$70 for a night in a dorm room with shared bathroom. You can 
search for these hostels through HostelWorld.com or hostels.com. 

Hostels

Unlike hostels, hotels are widespread in Lapland and Northern Norway and, while some close down for the 
summer, there will still be a number of options available in summer. If you plan to stay in hotels, expect them 
to take up a large portion of your budget. 

Expect an absolute minimum of $100/night for a twin bed in a small room, and up that to $150- $200 a night for 
anything larger. If you’re booking well in advance, you can use booking sites like Expedia.com or Booking.com 
to book a room with free cancellation (up to a certain day) that you don’t have to pay for until you arrive at the 
hotel. 

Hotels

Airbnb.com offers rooms across Lapland and northern Norway for prices much cheaper than standard hotels. 
These rooms often come with the added benefit of being able to use house facilities (such as the kitchen) 
without having to share with a large number of other people. 

Also, as you are renting from a local, you’ll often be able to get local knowledge that you wouldn’t have 
otherwise learned staying in a hotel. 

AirBnb

Hetan Majatalo, Hetta, Finland
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Cabin, cottage, and chalet rentals are very popular at this time of 
year, since you can nestle yourself deep in the woods or high on the 
fells without the concerns around access that you would have in 
wintertime. Many of these are now listed on AirBnb (discussed earlier in 
the chapter), but there are a number of boutique cabin rental websites 
you can find by searching for “finland cottage rental” or “sweden 
cottage rental.” 

Cabins, 
Cottages & 
Chalets

The advantage of this sort of accommodation over 
a hotel is that you’ll have nature on your doorstep. 
While there are some hotels, like Hotel Korpikartano 
(near Inari) and Fell Centre Kiilopää (near Saariselkä) 
that offer this experience, as a rule, you’ll find that 
many will be located in towns. Staying on a fell or at a 
lakeside in a cottage means that you can drive there 
and then not have to touch your car for days on end 
while you explore.

You don’t have to go to remote areas to find these 
chalets either. Ounasvaaran Lakituvat is located on 
the Ounasvaara ski hill mere kilometres from the 
centre of Rovaniemi, yet when you’re there, you can 
stand in the forest next to your brilliant red chalet 
and hear nary a whisper. Only in Lapland can you be 
3km from the centre of a city and feel like you’re in 
the middle of the wilderness!

Fell Centre Kiilopää, Urho Kekkonen 
National Park, Finland

http://www.korpikartano.fi
http://www.kiilopaa.fi/en/
http://www.ounasvaaranlakituvat.fi/en
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An example of a specific set of rorbuer is Reine 
Rorbuer, which is perched on the edge of Reinefjord 
in the southern end of the Lofoten Islands. In the 
rorbuer here, all you have to do is sit up to be able 
to see the fjord all around you, complete with the 
hundreds of squawking & divebombing seagulls 
playing in the water. 

Right next to the rorbuer is the dock for fishing 
trawlers, which will likely be more quiet in summer 
but you still might get to see a boat unload the day’s 
catch. While this sounds like it might make the rorbu 
quite smelly, it isn’t...at least not on the inside. The air 
inside stays pleasantly fresh...just make sure to keep 
the door closed so it stays that way! 

The villages also don’t smell nearly as much like fish 
as they do in winter, although with a bit of stockfish 
hanging on small racks, it’s hard to get away from 
the smell completely. It’s a smell you’ll get used to 
reasonably quickly and you really can’t complain...
after all, there wouldn’t be a village there to stay in 
without the income that fishing provides! 

It’s useful to book one of the many rorbu with its 
own kitchenette so you can keep food costs down 
by cooking for yourself.  In these cabins, there is also 
room for an entire family since many have a loft with 
two single beds as well as a comfortable living area. 

Also, as noted in the When To Go chapter, you should 
make sure you book your rorbu well in advance if you 
are planning to travel at the end of July or beginning 
of August. This is peak season in the Lofoten Islands 
and the cabins sell out many months in advance.

TreeHotel
Harads, Sweden

Unlike many of the novelty hotels in Lapland and 
Northern Norway, the TreeHotel is one of the few that 
doesn’t melt away in summer. 

This hotel, located in the woods around the small 
town of Harads in the Lule River valley, features a 
range of room options from the expected (a cabin 
in the trees — consider it an upmarket treehouse) 
to the downright bizarre (who would have thought 
you could stay in a UFO in the middle of the Swedish 
forest)?

No matter what your taste, the designers of the 
TreeHotel have probably built something that suits 
your fancy — as long as your fancy isn’t for a run-of-
the-mill hotel room. All of the rooms are situated on 
a hillside overlooking the Lule valley, so you’ll have 
plenty of options for getting out and exploring nature 
when you’re not exploring the nooks and crannies of 
your one-of-a-kind room.

The unique experience of staying in the TreeHotel 
comes with a price, with smaller rooms (such as 
the UFO) costing around 4000kr ($490) per night in 
summer. More information can be found on their 
website.

Rorbuer
Lofoten Islands, Norway

When you’re in the Lofoten Islands, you really should 
stay in a rorbu, even if it is just for one night. 

So what exactly is a rorbu? It’s a wooden cabin, 
usually painted a brilliant red, that sits on the edge of 
a fjord or the open sea. It’s one of the most traditional 
forms of lodging in Lofoten, having been used for 
many years as fishermen’s housing. Specifically, 
it was where fishermen lived while fishing for cod 
during the winter peak season. 

Many of the villages in Lofoten — Reine, Å, and 
Henningsvær to name a few — have converted some 
of these cabins into tourist accommodation, and the 
city of Svolvær even has one group of them (although 
they come with a massive price markup due to their 
location, which is still not as scenic as some of the 
smaller villages). 

What makes staying in a rorbu different from say, 
staying in a cabin in another location? It means being 
right in the thick of things. There is no need to walk a 
long distance to get a good view. And, if you want a 
nice picnic or even a short dip in the cold waters, all 
you have to do is walk outside. 

Nusfjord, Lofoten Islands, Norway
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Camping is a popular way to see Lapland and Northern Norway in 
summer. Not only will it save you money, but there’s really no better way 
to feel close to nature than sleeping out in the open — although in this 
case, it won’t be under the stars as you’d usually expect!

Due to “everyman’s right,” you can camp for free in most areas of Lapland 
and Northern Norway. If you’re hiking across the fells or through the 
mountains and find a comfortable nook where you’d like to spend 
the night — and you have all the gear you need to eat and sleep in the 
elements — then you can do just that. 

You should make sure you are being courteous and not blocking any 
thoroughfares, that you’re not in anyone’s front yard, and that you 
otherwise are not causing inconvenience to others that may be in 
the area. You should also make sure that you take care of your waste 
appropriately so you are leaving as little mark on the landscape as 
possible. For more information on things you should and shouldn’t do 
while wilderness camping, please see the Everyman’s Right chapter.

Camping If you are camping with a caravan, your options are 
slightly more limited; after all, since you generally 
can’t go off-road, you won’t be able to access the 
remote wilderness areas that you can on foot. 
Generally, you can’t just pull off the road and sleep 
in a lay-by, but you’ll often see camper vans and 
caravans that have set up for the night in remote 
parking lots (such as the one for Knivskjellodden near 
North Cape).

If you’re set up for taking care of all of your needs 
(caravan toilet and all), this will do just fine; however, 
if you do not have all of these supplies (or if you’re in 
more populated areas), you’ll need to find a campsite. 
While this will not be free, basic, unpowered 
campsites can usually be had for a low rate and 
provide basic facilities such as showers and toilets.

When you stay in campsites across the Nordic 
countries and the rest of Europe, you may be required 
to use a Camping Key Europe. This card contains 
your personal details so you do not have to use your 
passport to check-in, and it also provides insurance 
for everyone travelling in your camper or caravan. 
You can buy one prior to your departure on the 
Camping Sweden site or when you check-in at your 
first campsite. Camping.se also provides the best 
summary of the benefits of this card.

For more information on campsites in each country, 
please see:

• Campingguiden Norway
• Camping.no: Norway Camping Brochure
• Camping.se: Campsites in Swedish Lapland
• Camping.fi: Campsites in Finnish Lapland

Uttakliev Beach, Lofoten Islands, Norway

http://www.campingkey.com/en/
http://www.camping.se/en/Campingse-International/Camping-Key-Europe/Camping-Key-Europe/Buy-your-card/
http://www.camping.se/en/Campingse-International/Camping-Key-Europe/Camping-Key-Europe/About-Camping-Key-Europe/
http://www.camping.se/en/Campingse-International/Camping-Key-Europe/Camping-Key-Europe/About-Camping-Key-Europe/
http://www.campingguiden.no/english/index.htm
http://www.camping.no/ncg2016.pdf
http://www.camping.se/en/Campingse-International/Destinations/Destinations/Swedish-Lapland/Swedish-Lapland/?areaId=10119&site=18&order=Score
http://www.camping.fi/tmp_etusivu.asp?sua=5&lang=3&s=1357
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Activities

Lapland and Northern Norway are home to some of the 
most unspoilt wilderness in Europe, so it’s no surprise that 
most people come to this area to stay close to nature. Hiking, 
mountain biking, and bear watching are but a few of the 
options. Which ones should you try on your trip?

Lake Menesjärvi, Inari, Finland
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Some of these activities are offered across Lapland, so 
regardless of where you choose to visit, you’ll have options 
available to you. Others, such as mining for your own 
amethysts, are slightly more specialised and require visits to 
specific areas (Luosto, Finland in the case of the Lampivaara 
Amethyst Mine). 

While some of the activities available in summer can be very 
expensive, the majority are significantly cheaper than the 
activities offered in winter. Also, in another contrast to the 
winter options in the region, many of these activities do not 
require an organised tour; you can often rent equipment 
(whether it be a mountain bike, fishing rods, or a kayak) and 
self-guide. Therefore, you should be able to fit more of these 
activities into your trip without breaking your budget.

This list is not meant to be a definitive list of everything you 
can do in the region — there will likely be even more unique 
options that you stumble across during your trip there — but 
it will hopefully show you opportunities that you didn’t know 
existed. 

Kopara Reindeer Park, Luosto, Finland
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Featured Activity: 
Amethyst Mining 
Usually, you would expect a hike in a national 
park to have a destination of a scenic vista or 
maybe a hut in the woods to stop and have 
a warm drink. While the hike to Lampivaara 
in Pyhä-Luosto National Park (Pyhä-Luoston 
Kansallispuisto) certainly features these, they 
aren’t the main destination. Instead, that 
honour goes to the Lampivaara Amethyst Mine.

Yes, you are reading correctly — this mine 
is actually in a national park. Knowing that 
Finland is a country that worships its natural 
assets, you’re probably wondering why they 
would have a mine in the middle of one of their 
most popular national parks. The answer: this 
is no ordinary mine.

When you arrive at Lampivaara, after doing a 
2.5km hike from the car park (transfers can be 
arranged if needed), you’ll find a wooden cafe 
on one side of the path and a locked gate on 
the other; there is no other indication that a 
mine is even there.

Once you’re guided through the gate and into 
the mine (tours leave once an hour between 
11am and 5pm), you won’t be wending your 
way through dark tunnels and navigating 
creaky lifts that go deep into the bowels of the 
earth. Rather than descending into the earth, 
you’ll climb a series of wooden staircases 
suspended over the rocky scree of Lampivaara 
fell to find the mine at the very top. The views 
are sweeping, with Ukko Luosto fell standing 
high above the rolling landscape beyond.

http://www.amethystmine.fi
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The tour has two parts: learning about the mine 
followed by mining for your own lucky amethyst. 
As you sit in a hut on top of the fell and drink juice, 
your guide will explain the goals of the mine and 
importance of the amethyst stone.

Amethysts have long been known to the local Sámi 
people. They believe that the stone had a number 
of important medicinal properties. Amethyst water, 
which can be created by collecting the condensation 
that gathers on an amethyst held above boiling 
water, has a rejuvenating effect on skin and, when 
used on your face, can make you look much 
younger. Plus, this same water can act as an itch 
cream for mosquito bites, stopping the itch almost 
immediately.

You’ll also find out why there is a mine in a national 
park. A large part of the answer to this question 
lies in the geography of the mine. Amethysts and 
quartz, which originally formed in a pressure cooker 
environment deep beneath the surface, gradually 
got closer and closer to the surface during the ice 
ages, when mountains of snow and ice sheared off 
any dramatic edges to the landscape and created the 
rolling hills that characterise Lapland today. Now that 
the snow and ice is gone, the gems could hardly be 
more accessible.

Because the gems lie just below the surface, very 
little specialist equipment is needed to yield good 
quality gemstones. That means that the work is 
minimally invasive and involves no heavy machinery 
that could seriously damage the landscape. 

Add to that the fact that the mine is committed to 
only removing 500kg of amethysts a year to ensure 
that the supply is consistent through our lifetimes 
(and our children’s lifetimes) and you’ve got one very 
sustainable mine. Because of this, Finland was willing 
to zone the mine into the national park when it was 
created in 2005.

The next part of the tour proves just how little 
equipment is needed to mine here. You will be 
guided to the “summer mining area” located on 
the side of the fell, where you will be given a small 
basket, a tony pick, and 20 minutes to find your own 
“lucky amethyst.” You are welcome to take the best 
gemstone you can find, provided you can close a 
hand around it.

Don’t worry too much — even though you will spend 
a lot of your mining time fishing rocks out of the soil 
and trying to decide if they are amethysts or less 
valuable (and less colourful) quartz, you will find at 
least a few stones that are worth keeping, and the 
guide will help you choose the best quality one once 
you have rinsed all of them off at the end of the tour.

This is a unique tour; it’s unlikely that you will visit 
an amethyst mine elsewhere on your travels, and 
it’s even more unlikely that you’ll find a mine as 
dedicated as Lampivaara to ensuring that the 
landscape stays as untouched as possible. It’s well 
worth a visit during a stay in Luosto, particularly since 
the tickets cost only €16 (€9/children).
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If you’re looking to go more off-the-beaten track, it’s 
worth flipping over to the Everyman’s Right chapter in 
this guide. There, you will learn more about the right 
given to everyone in Norway, Sweden, and Finland to 
hike and camp on any land (within reason). Therefore, 
once you’ve armed yourself with all the appropriate 
equipment to navigate and take care of yourself in 
the elements (waterproofs and good walking boots 
are a must!) then you can set out to take on any fell or 
mountain you see fit.

In general, hikes in Finland will feature the least 
difficult terrain; this is because the country is not 
home to any mountains (although this may change 
in 2017 after a campaign from Norwegians to gift the 
mountain of Halti to Finland for the country’s 100th 
anniversary). The fells, particularly those in Pallas-
Yllästunturi National Park, will still present quite a 
challenge (it wouldn’t have a place named Pirunkuru, 
or “damn gorge,” if it wasn’t challenging), but you 
will find that it is possible to summit multiple fells in 
one day and cover more ground than if you were in 
mountainous regions.

Many of your hikes in Finnish Lapland will cover 
ground in one of the region’s many national parks 
(including Oulanka, Pyhä-Luosto, Urho Kekkonen, 
Lemmenjoki, and Pallas-Yllästunturi). For more 
information about travel within these parks, head 
over to Nationalparks.fi.

The terrain of Swedish Lapland varies; while some 
areas are quite flat, those that feature the most hiking 
trails are often the most mountainous. The most 
famous of all the tracks in Sweden — the Kungsleden 
or King’s Trail — leads straight to the country’s tallest 
mountain, Kebnekaise. That said, the track is still 
possible for those without a lot of of backcountry 
experience, as rivers are bridged and boat transfers 
help you to cross the larger lakes. The entire track, 
which stretches 440km between Abisko and 
Hemavan, will take roughly 25 days if walked straight 
through, but the most popular section — from Abisko 
to Kebnekaise — is a more manageable 105km in 6 
days. For more information on planning a hike on the 
Kungsleden, visit the STF Kungsleden page.

Hiking is possibly the most popular pastime in both Lapland and Norway 
during the summer months. Given that much of the area is untouched 
wilderness, the possibilities are seemingly endless — and that’s just on 
the marked trails! If you’re happy to trade in marked trails for a map and 
compass, you’ll have more options than you’ll ever begin to contemplate 
on a single holiday.

You shouldn’t count yourself out from hiking if it’s something you haven’t 
done before or if you’re feeling a bit out of shape. The tracks in Lapland 
vary from those that take just thirty minutes to those that can take up to a 
month to complete from end-to-end. Don’t want to spend all of your time 
in on place just hiking? Mix it up and do a series of short tracks in each 
location you visit. Want to see more of a place and feel like you’ve really 
had a chance to explore it in-depth? Pull on your backpack, lace up your 
boots, and head for the nearest backcountry hut.

Because the Nordic countries are so proud of their natural areas — and 
because their people are so keen to get out into nature whenever they 
can — you’ll find that trails are kept up to a high standard. All three 
countries have networks of backcountry huts that are safe from the 
elements, and many will feature stoves and a full stock of firewood so you 
can cook yourself some sausages and coffee for lunch. 

Hiking

Pielpajärvi Wilderness Track, Inari, Finland

http://www.thelocal.no/20151216/give-finland-a-new-highest-peak-norway-campaign
http://www.thelocal.no/20151216/give-finland-a-new-highest-peak-norway-campaign
http://www.nationalparks.fi/en/
http://www.svenskaturistforeningen.se/omraden/kungsleden/
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Norway, being the most mountainous country of the 
three, also features some of the most challenging 
hikes. There are still a number of short walks 
available, but many of these will get your blood 
pumping in a way that a walk without elevation 
change will not. 

While you will never be far away from a hiking 
opportunity wherever you go in Norway, three of the 
most popular hiking destinations in the north are 
Lofoten, Vesterålen, and the Lyngen Alps. 

Visitors to Lofoten often do a series of short hikes 
throughout the islands, including walks to Kvalvika 
Beach and to the top of Reinebringen. If you choose 
to hike Reinebringen — a 2hr hike that will give you 
sweeping views of Reinefjord and beyond — be 
careful as it can be more challenging than you expect 
and, on nice days in July, very crowded.

Vesterålen, like its cousin Lofoten to the south, also 
features a number of day hike opportunities. 

The Queen’s Route, which hugs the coast between 
the towns of Stø and Nyksund, is a favourite. Unlike 
its royal counterpart in Sweden, this walk is around 
15km round trip and can be easily completed in a 
single day. To learn more about the Queen’s Route, 
head over to Visit Northern Norway’s page detailing 
the route.

Finally, the Lyngen Alps are an absolute paradise for 
walkers and mountaineers (just like they are for skiers 
only a few months earlier in the year). While having 
the name “Alps” in its title may concern you, there are 
still a number of relatively easy walks in this area that 
still feature stunning views, as detailed by this very 
helpful brochure by Visit Lyngenfjord. 

For some of the more challenging hikes — particularly 
those around glaciers — you may want to engage a 
local guide for the day that can ensure your safety 
while you are treated to some absolutely spectacular 
scenery.

No matter where you go, you’ll find a hiking 
adventure that suits you and your group. There’s 
no better way to experience the pure nature that 
Lapland and Northern Norway have to offer.

Stupen Plateau, Lyngen Alps, Norway

http://nordnorge.com/en/hiking/?News=451
http://www.visit-lyngenfjord.com/sites/v/visit-lyngenfjord.com/files/053426771b8d4945a48b5f4994577d8b.pdf
http://www.visit-lyngenfjord.com/sites/v/visit-lyngenfjord.com/files/053426771b8d4945a48b5f4994577d8b.pdf
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As it is for hikers, Lapland and Northern Norway are a paradise for mountain 
bikers in the summer. While some of the network of hiking trails can be used 
as mountain biking tracks as well, many areas also feature tracks created 
especially for the use of bikers during the summer months.

While many people choose to ride traditional mountain bikes here, an 
option that is becoming more and more popular is the fatbike. While 
fatbikes are often associated with the winter months, having been 
developed in Alaska to provide another form of transport across the snow, 
they are still quite handy in summer. 

While their ultra-wide tyres mean more effort on flat surfaces (such as 
highways), they truly come into their own on uneven terrain. Rocks that 
would present an obstacle to mountain bikers can be run over with ease, 
making it the perfect beginner bike for someone that may otherwise be 
convinced that they are going to fall off on the first downhill.

While you will be able to find biking trails regardless 
of where you go in the region, each country features 
quite different terrain. So, if you’re looking to plan 
your trip around extensive mountain biking, it may be 
worth reviewing the notes made about terrain in the 
hiking section. In addition, it’s worth researching the 
specific trail you might be interested in, as it could be 
marked as walkers only for certain times of the year 
(as is the case for the Karhunkierros, or Bear’s Trail, in 
Oulanka National Park).

A number of areas are concentrating on building up 
their mountain bike trail network, including the Ylläs 
area in Finland, which is also home to a bike park. 

Other areas have a very established network of 
routes; Utsjoki in Finnish Lapland’s far north takes 
pride in the fact that its network, which stretches 
hundreds of kilometres and features rides anywhere 
from 15km to multi-day treks, are old trails used by 
the Sámi before larger roads were put in. 

Finnmark county in Northern Norway has such 
an extensive network that it is home to an annual 
mountain biking event called Offroad Finnmark. Last 
year, the winners completed the 700km track across 
the plateau in only 72 hours! If you’re not quite up 
to this race but you’d still like to explore this area 
by bike, Glød Explorer organises a number of biking 
adventures in the area.

Mountain 
Biking

Pallas-Yllästunturi National Park, Finland

http://www.yllas.fi/en/activities/biking/bike-park-downhill-mountain-biking-dh.html
http://offroadfinnmark.no/races/#English
http://www.glodexplorer.no/en/mountain-biking/
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Kayaking & Canoeing
One of the most popular ways to get out and explore 
the lakes of Lapland is by kayak (or canoe). That’s hardly 
surprising, either; after all, it doesn’t get more peaceful 
than sitting in your kayak in the middle of a lake as you 
listen to the whistling of birds break the silence around 
you. In the stillness of one of Lapland’s lakes, you’ll find 
that any movement catches your eye, so you may see a 
herd of reindeer grazing in the trees or an eagle swooping 
down to grab his lunch that you may never have noticed 
otherwise.

If you get the chance, you should try to go kayaking under 
the midnight sun as well. The lakes are often glassy at this 
time of night, and being in a kayak makes you almost feel 
like you’re floating in the midst of the colourful clouds 
and their reflections below. Plus, the mosquitoes are 
much less annoying out on the water than they are closer 
to the shore!

Nearly everywhere you go, you will find kayaks for rent for 
a reasonably cheap hourly rate, so all you have to do is 
suit up, grab your paddle, and go. 

If you haven't paddled before or are looking for a guided 
experience where you learn a bit more about the area 
while getting some exercise at the same time, there 
are plenty of tours on offer as well. Tours generally last 
anywhere from two hours to a full-day and will often 
include a rest stop along the way for a warm drink; prices 
will generally start around 450sek/€50/$55.

Sea kayaking is very popular along the northern sections 
of the Norwegian coast as well, particularly in the Lofoten 
and Vesterålen Islands. While it’s not recommended that 
you rent a kayak and head out to sea without having 
previous sea kayaking experience, there are plenty of 
fjords featuring calm seas and little coves just waiting to 
be explored. A number of companies in this area, such as 
Lofoten Activ, offer guided tours that help to explain the 
unique natural history of the area (as well as giving you a 
primer on paddling if you haven’t done so before).

Lake Menesjärvi, Inari, Finland

http://www.lofoten-aktiv.no/en/Summer-/-Fall/sea-kayaking.html
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For an area with such an abundance of lakes, streams, and 
coastline, it’s no surprise that both Lapland and Northern Norway 
offer a plethora of different fishing opportunities. From freshwater 
to saltwater, from Atlantic salmon to king crab, this region offers it 
all; all you really need to know is what fishing is best where.

As mentioned in the Food chapter, Arctic char is a sought-after 
catch in this region. A cousin to salmon and identifiable by its red 
belly, this fish can be found in many of the Nordic countries’ lakes, 
including Lake Inari and Lake Kilpisjärvi. The best ways to fish for 
them are either by trolling or, occasionally, by fly fishing in rivers 
and streams.

What is trolling, you ask? No, it doesn’t mean harassing the fish 
as a troll would on the internet, but instead, it’s the use of an old 
Scandinavian fishing technique. This is most often seen on the 
Teno (or Tana, as it’s known in Norway) and Muonio/Tornio river 
systems during salmon fishing season, and is when a fisherman 
leaves lures to trail behind their boat while rowing against the 

current. On the Teno, Muonio, and Tornio Rivers, 
the boats used are often traditional Scandinavian 
wooden fishing boats, which are quite long and 
narrow.

Salmon season peaks at the end of June and 
beginning of July, although it is allowed between 
1 June - end of August (dates vary between 10-31 
August). These are the months when fishermen can 
be found in their boats throughout the night (except 
in the 24 hour period starting at 7pm on Sunday 
nights, when no fishing is allowed). The Teno has 
specific rules regarding when fishermen can be on 
the river as well; if you have hired a local rower, you 
can be on the river at any time of day, but if you are 
renting and fishing on your own, you cannot fish 
between 2pm-9pm each day. More information on 
these restrictions can be found on the Arctic Guide.

If you’re unaccustomed to trolling—or want to fish in 
the afternoon—you’ll want to hire a local guide to row 
and show you the ropes on how to lock in your rods 
and row in the best way possible. 

You should remember that while everyman’s right 
allows you many freedoms across Scandinavia, you 
will often require a fishing license, particularly if you 
are fishing from a boat or are fishing for salmon. Rates 
vary depending on the location and fish; they can be 
as low as €5 a day to as much as €40 a day to fish for 
salmon on the Teno River. More information about 
licenses can be found on the Metsahallitus website.

Freshwater 
Fishing

Tenojoki (Tana), Utsjoki, Finland

http://arcticguide.sivuviidakko.fi/en/information-for-travellers/salmon-fishing-on-teno-river.html
http://www.eraluvat.fi/
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Saltwater Fishing
Anywhere along the Norwegian coast, particularly 
in more touristy areas such as the Lofoten and 
Vesterålen Islands, it’s possible to rent a boat and 
go out fishing on your own. However, you’ll want to 
stay close to the coastline because unless you’re an 
experienced seaman; the last thing you would want 
was to get stuck in one of the storms that can blow up 
very quickly along the coast here.

If you’d like to venture further afield, a deep sea 
fishing expedition Is the way to go. 

Since the economy of the fishing villages along the 
coast, from Lofoten up to Gjesvær in the far north, 
is based on fishing, it’s likely that you’ll be able to 
find at least one company offering these expeditions 
wherever you’re staying. 

These trips will often focus on finding the best 
fishing areas without necessarily singling out a single 
species; you may find haddock, halibut, or cod 
among many others.  

Along with fishing, deep sea fishing expeditions will 
often have an element of sightseeing; after all, you’ll 
probably want to spend a bit of time soaking up the 
different angle on the fjords that you get from the sea. 

Rolf-Helge Eriksen’s trip, leaving from Ramberg, offers 
views of the spectacular Lofoten Islands as well as the 
opportunity to learn from someone who has been 
fishing since 1974. 

Stappan Sjøprodukter in Gjesvær, on Magerøya not 
far from North Cape, also offers the opportunity to 
fish with a local as well as the possibility of seeing 
puffins in nearby Gjesværstappan Nature Reserve.

From Magerøya east to Kirkenes, it’s also possible to 
go out fishing for king crab. These monsters of the 
deep were released by the Russians in Murmansk in 
an attempt to increase their food supply, and as is 
wont to happen with introduced species, they are 
now doing their best to take over the ecosystem. 

These trips will take you miles out to sea to where 
fisherman have previously set up nets; you will help 
to drag them in and bring them back to shore, where 
you’ll be treated to a feast of succulent, fresh king 
crab. As long as you aren’t prone to seasickness, it 
sounds like a very good trade! 

King crabs, Gjesvær, Norway

http://booking.lofoten.info/en/to-do/a472296/go-fishing-with-professional-fisher-at-mk-sim/showdetails?filter=a%253D155-17%253Bc%253D23671
http://stappan.com/boat-trips/deep-sea-fishing.html
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White water rafting is a popular summer sport in both 
Swedish and Finnish Lapland. Despite the fact that 
it’s not as warm as other popular rafting destinations 
— and therefore, you’re probably less likely to want to 
get soaked by incoming waves — the rafts are pulled 
out almost as soon as rivers begin thawing; however, 
as a visitor, you are likely to have to wait until mid-
May or early June before the meltwater has subsided 
enough to make the rapids safe for commercial 
rafting.

There are a number of raftable rivers in both 
countries, although experienced whitewater 
enthusiasts will probably want to head to Swedish 
Lapland for their rafting fix. There, you will find class 
4-5 rapids on the Pite River, and Creactive Adventure 
gives you the opportunity to raft, canoe, and river surf 
through the various rapids along the way (a trip that 
takes 6 hours and costs 1695kr — $205 — per person).

Along with the Pite River, both the Råne and Kalix 
Rivers are raftable as well, offering class 2-4 rapids 
and the opportunity to get very wet; this is evidenced 
by wetsuits being included in the standard kit for 
these adventures. 

On the other hand, you’ll find that most rafting 
adventures in Finland do not require a wetsuit at 
all. While you can still expect rapids on these trips, 
you’ll find waterproofs and rubber boots will often be 
enough to keep your inner layers from getting wet. 
The one likely exception to this rule is Myllykoski in 
Oulanka National Park, which is currently the largest 
commercially rafted rapid in Finland. At a class 4, 
you’ll find that you get thoroughly drenched. 

Aside from those at Myllykoski, you’ll find that many 
rafts in Finland also feature an outboard motor — 
something you likely have not seen on other rafting 
adventures. This is because many rivers, such as 
the Kitkajoki and Ivalonjoki, feature long stretches 
of completely calm water that would take hours to 
paddle across but only minutes to motor through.

Generally, you can expect rafting trips to start from 
around 995kr ($125) in Swedish Lapland as the trips 
last around 6 hours. In Finland, trips start at around 
€45 for 3 hours (the family route on the Kitkajoki), 
but trips are available up to 13hrs in length (rafting 
the Ivalonjoki Gold Fields area with LuontoLoma Pro 
Safaris).

White Water Rafting
Ivalo’s gold rush in the late 1800s made the area a far 
cry from what it is today. Remote rivers teemed with 
settlements full of miners hoping to get their lucky 
break. Some panned for gold; others spent their time 
rigging up elaborate machinery to move rocks from 
the riverside into nearby fields in hope of turning up 
more gold below.

The fields and settlements these men left behind 
can still be seen today, particularly if you spend any 
time along the Ivalojoki River. Piles of rocks fill up 
fields tens of metres from the riverbanks where they 
were found and wooden huts stand overgrown with 
wildflowers. The chaos of the past is long gone, and 
in its place, silence reigns.

That’s not to say that everyone has given up on gold 
mining in this area. A few persistent miners still live 
in hope of finding large nuggets of gold, and gold 
panning championships are held each summer.

While you can try panning for gold on your own 
anywhere along the Ivalojoki (or on the Lemmenjoki 
outside of Lemmenjoki National Park), you’ll probably 
have the most luck prospecting if you spend a day at 
the Tankavaara Gold Village, located 30km south of 
Saariselkä on the E75. Along with being the host of 
the gold panning championships, Tankavaara holds 
daily sessions teaching you how to properly pan 
on nearby Hopiaoja Creek. During these sessions, 
you’ll be provided with all the gear and instruction 
you need…and you’ll even be allowed to take home 
whatever gold you find! According to their site, the 
largest nugget a guest has ever found was 32g, which 
was enough to buy a moped.

Tankavaara is open daily during the summer months 
and you can pan for gold there between 9am-5pm 
daily. They also offer longer trips if you’d like to try 
your hand at mining in a small gold mine nearby. It is 
located just off the E75, 30km before Saariselkä for 
those travelling from Sodankylä.

Gold Panning

Kitjajoki, Finland Ivalonjoki, Finland

http://creactive-adventure.se/eng/rafting-adventure-swedish-lapland/
http://www.rukasafaris.fi/en/activities/summer-programs/summer-programs-for-groups/item/36-rafting-safaris/148-river-rafting-on-the-family-route-k%25C3%25A4yl%25C3%25A4-to-juuma
http://www.prosafaris.fi/summeractivities/
http://www.prosafaris.fi/summeractivities/
http://www.tankavaara.fi/index.php/en/
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Summer is a time for the huskies of Lapland to take a break. The winter 
season is long, and while each dog’s hours are strictly regulated, they 
are still very ready for their break once the snows have melted and the 
tourists have left. Plus, the relative heat of summer means they can 
overheat very quickly; this is still the case even once they shed their 
thick winter coats (which leaves them looking a little bit unkempt at the 
beginning of the season).

However, just because the huskies are having a break, it doesn’t mean 
that they are on holiday — that wouldn’t prepare them very well at all 
for the upcoming winter season. The upkeep of a husky farm takes a lot 
of effort year-round, and summer is no different. During these months, 
guides and trainers work with the dogs to improve their obedience and 
ability to work together in a team environment. While they do go on a 
mix of short runs and practice their agility on cooler days, much of their 
training focuses on their behaviour and socialisation, which are crucial 
to the success of husky teams as a whole come winter-time.

While some farms close for parts of the non-winter 
season, many are still open to the public on reduced 
hours. This gives visitors the chance to come to the 
farm and interact with the huskies as well as giving 
them the chance to get more of a behind-the-scenes 
look than they would if they were there to do a 
dogsledding trip in winter. This is the case for farms 
like Kamisak Farm, near Ivalo in Finland; they offer 
daily tours starting at 10.30am that give you a taste of 
the farm (and plenty of husky cuddles to go with it)!

Other farms, such as Hetta Huskies in Finland’s 
Enontekiö municipality and Tromsø Villmarkssenter 
in Norway, offer more interactive husky experiences 
during the summer. Tromsø Villmarkssenter offers the 
opportunity to go hiking with some of their puppies 
to help with their training (a 4 hour excursion starting 
at 890kr or $105). 

Hetta Huskies offers even more options that will 
put you right in the thick of training their dogs. After 
you’ve toured the farm, you have the option to take 
one (or more!) dogs for a hike on their maze or on 
one of the many tracks around the farm (€20-30, time 
varies). If you’d prefer, you can also take one of the 
pups through the “Pup Agility Challenge,” where you 
can help them learn to tackle various obstacles (€20, 
1 hour+). And, if you’re feeling really brave, you can 
try doing the course with one of the adults — but the 
husky may walk you through the course rather than 
you walking him! 

Husky Farm 
Tours

Month-old husky puppy, Kamisak Farm Starsky, Hetta Huskies

http://www.kamisak.com/eng/kesavierailut.html
http://www.hettahuskies.com/en/
http://www.villmarkssenter.no/activities/
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While most reindeer in Lapland run free — something 
you’ll know very well if you spend much time on the 
roads there — a number of reindeer live on farms 
across the region. This can be for any number of 
reasons, from tourism to training them to lead a 
sled (a gruelling process that can take 2-3 years to 
complete), but the end result is that you will have a 
number of different options from which to choose.

During the plentiful months of the summer, reindeer 
are busy foraging for as much food as they can 
gather. This is especially true for the fawns; while 
they don’t have to look any further than their mother 
for food, they still need to bulk up fast for the winter 
ahead. When the reindeer aren’t foraging, they are 
trying to stay as cool as possible since they’re still 
prone to overheating. 

This means that, when you visit, the reindeer will 
likely be doing one of two things: eating or sleeping. 
The good news is that you are usually provided with 
a bucket of food for the deer on arrival, so any that 
are sleeping will likely perk up when they hear you 
coming. Just make sure you guard your food bucket 
well, as an opportunistic reindeer is likely to swipe it 
off you otherwise! 

While feeding the deer is good fun, a visit to a 
reindeer farm is a good opportunity to meet and 
learn from reindeer herders themselves. While tours 
of farms are often unguided, the herders are usually 
available to talk about their work and answer any 
questions you may have about the day-to-day life of 
managing a herd of these animals. Since many tours, 
like that of Kopara Reindeer Experience in Luosto, 
start at €5, it’s a great (and educational) way to spend 
an afternoon.

Reindeer Farm Tours

Kopara Reindeer Park, Luosto, Finland

While some native creatures, like the moose and 
reindeer, make themselves very well known across 
Lapland, others are a bit more shy. The brown bear 
definitely falls into this category. Unlike the brown 
and grizzly bears of North America, who have had 
more than their fair share of interactions with 
humans that are then sensationally reported by the 
media, the brown bears of Scandinavia are a bit more 
reclusive. 

Despite the fact that they are rarely encountered, 
there is a reasonable population of brown bears 
living across Lapland. The area with the highest 
concentration of bears is said to be eastern Finland 
near the border with Russia. It’s no surprise that 
the Finnish word for bear (karhu) appears in a 
number of names in this area, including the famous 
Karhunkierros (“The Bear’s Round” or “The Bear’s 
Trail” in English). 

Even though hiking trails are named after them, you’d 
still have to be very unlucky to come across a bear 
as you walk in the wilderness. They can hear humans 
coming from quite a distance and will move out of the 
area before you arrive. 

While you probably wouldn't want to come across 
a bear while walking, you may be surprised to know 
that it's still very possible to see a bear in the wild, 
particularly in the Kuusamo and Inari areas.

Companies like Bear Kuusamo will take you to a hut 
in the wilderness where you can watch bears without 
disturbing them. This hut is equipped for exactly this 
purpose; while it will often double as a bunkroom for 
overnight stays, its main feature is the bear watching 
windows and camera booths. 

Specially designed for photographers, these booths 
are covered in camouflage material that you cinch 
around your camera’s lens; your camera is mounted 
on a tripod mount behind. This means your camera 
is set up to capture anything in the blink of an eye 
without having to move and disturb the animals 
outside.

Just above the camera peepholes is a long window 
where you can watch the action. It’s just below 
these windows where you will settle for the evening, 
bundling yourself up under jackets and blankets as 
you sit completely silently (the camera booths are 
open to the outdoors, so any noise you make will 
carry) and watch the show outside.

While bears do not always appear — they are, after 
all, wild animals — they are often lured to the clearing 
outside the hut by offerings of meat left there. If they 
do arrive, you may be lucky enough to see them eat 
and then lounge around the clearing, or they may 
appear and be gone in an instant. And, if they don’t 
show at all, the local bird life — eagles included — 
promise to put on a show as well.

Trips start from €120 ($135) and generally start 
in the early evening and last until midnight. It’s 
recommended that you bring very warm clothing 
on these tours as well. Evenings can be crisp and 
will seem even more so by the fact that you aren’t 
moving.

Bear Watching

http://www.kopara.fi/in_english
http://www.karhujenkatselu.fi/en/bear-watching
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Nothing is more central to Finnish culture than the 
sauna. It’s that important that it’s the only Finnish 
word to have migrated to the common English 
vocabulary!

When in Finland, you’ll find that you’re never far 
from a sauna — which is not surprising since there 
are said to be 2-3 million of them throughout the 
country. If you’re staying in a hotel, there is usually a 
sauna available for everyone’s use; if you’re staying 
in an apartment, you’ll often find one attached to the 
bathroom. And while you may be familiar with these 
wooden, steamy rooms from elsewhere, you’ll quickly 
find that not all saunas are the same.

One of the most unique ways to learn about the 
different forms of sauna is The Sauna Tour in the 
Ruka-Kuusamo region. 

Each individual or group booking a sauna tour can 
customise it to their own liking; they can choose 
anywhere from one to all eight of the saunas in 
the area. Can you imagine squeezing visits to eight 
different saunas into one day? Apparently some 
people do it! 

A tour may just include a single sauna. For instance, 
you could visit Pyhäpiilo, which offers a smoke sauna 
and a number of sauna health treatments that you 
may not have heard of before. Here, you will learn 
about — and try — more natural treatments than you 
would get in a full day at your standard day spa. 

From being hit on the back with birch branches 
(called a vasta, or a vihta in other regions of Finland) 
to rubbing your arms and legs down with honey 
mixed with birch leaves and Himalayan rock salt, 

Sauna Tour
nearly all of the remedies you’ll try can be sourced 
from the Ruka area — something that is in line with 
the Finnish way of relying on what nature provides to 
them in abundance.

The highlight of the night, though, may just be a 
slightly more well-known Finnish “health treatment” 
— that of getting the blood flowing by running from 
a hot sauna straight into the nearest cold body of 
water. 

The lake behind Pyhäpiilo will be significantly warmer 
than in summer, when a hole has to be cut in the ice 
to allow access for swimmers, but its temperature 
will likely still be in the single digits. Your guide will 
encourage you to fully submerge yourself, but you 
may find yourself sprinting back to your bathrobe for 
warmth instead!

Even if you only visit this one sauna on your tour, you 
are likely to find that it is truly a unique experience, 
particularly because you will have a Finn there to 
guide you through the most Finnish of traditions. 

However, you should try to make sure the sauna plays 
a role in your trip to Finland whether you are visiting 
the Ruka area or not. You may find that, even if you 
were not a fan of the sauna before, you find yourself 
enjoying it more and start looking forward to it to rest 
your weary limbs at the end of a day.

Refreshments during the Pyhäpiilo Sauna Tour
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Conveniently located right on the Arctic Circle just outside the “Capital 
of Lapland,” Rovaniemi, Santa Claus Village very much resembles a 
Christmasy Disneyland. Yes, that means it is very commercial — full of 
both normal stores and those dedicated to Christmas, but unlike other 
commercial places like Disneyland, the main attractions (Santa and his 
Post Office) are completely free. 

Santa’s Post Office is full of all sorts of small delights. For one, you can 
buy cards there and put them in one of two post boxes — one labeled 
“for now” and one “for Christmas.” Not only can you get your Christmas 
cards out of the way, but they’ll come with a special Santa’s Post Office 
postmark. How good is that? Plus, you can even fill out your own 
Christmas list and send it to Santa. 

Santa can be found deep within Santa’s Office, which is beyond packed 
during the Christmas season but is relatively calm during summer. 
As you’d expect from Santa, he’s a very caring bloke that is great at 
conversation. Regardless of how old you are, he’ll get you talking and 
you’ll walk out with a massive grin on your face! 

Meeting 
Santa
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Photography

With all the gorgeous landscapes you’ll see and the unique 
activities you’ll do, your camera is going to get quite a 
workout. Here, we discuss what preparations you should 
make prior to your trip to ensure you are prepared camera-
wise and what you should know while taking photos to 
ensure you capture the best photos possible.

Ravadas Falls, Lemmenjoki National Park, Finland
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There are two very different courses here. 

On one hand, you may want a camera with manual 
controls so you can take high-quality landscape and 
travel shots. There is a lot of running water in Lapland 
in summer, and there also tend to be plenty of 
colourful clouds late at night; both of these subjects 
would benefit from being able to manually control 
shutter speed to get the best possible photos.

On the other hand, you’ll want a durable camera that 
can be easily used during various different activities 
where using a large camera wouldn’t be feasible (for 
instance, on a kayaking trip). 

The most versatile combination you can take with 
you is a dSLR or mirrorless camera (for those that 
are not familiar, a camera like the Sony a7R or 
Olympus OM-D that has interchangeable lenses and 
an electronic viewfinder that replaces the traditional 
mirror) and a GoPro camera. This will give you the 
best of both worlds — you’ll have the flexibility to take 
sweeping landscape photos when you want while still 
capturing your adventures throughout the day. 

Both a dSLR (or mirrorless camera) and the GoPro 
have the ability to take timelapses, which are a 
popular form of photography at this time of year so 
you can capture the movement of the sun across 
the sky. With either camera, you will be able to set it 
up on a tripod and leave it to capture images for as 
long as you want with minimal adjustments required. 
More information on this sort of photography can be 
found later in the chapter.

It’s impossible to make a recommendation of which 
dSLR or mirrorless camera you should take with you 
in this short guidebook; the only recommendation 
to be made here is that you choose one long enough 
before your trip that you are comfortable with its 
functionality before you leave. It’s useless having a 
camera with a huge number of features if you don’t 
know how to use them. 

A GoPro camera is recommended over other 
waterproof cameras because it is an easy, hands-
free camera that you can either stick to a helmet or 
otherwise attach to your wrist, chest, etc. You can 
set it and forget it and capture great memories in the 
process. 

What Camera Should I Take?

Taking care of your camera in summer is much easier 
than in winter; the conditions that Lapland presents 
are well within what camera manufacturers design 
for so you should not have any issues in this regard.

One of the main things you’ll need to consider during 
your summer trip is the possibility of rain. As you 
know, rain wreaks havoc on electronics, and it’s no 
different with cameras. 

If you have a waterproof camera, you won’t have any 
issues here. Some cameras are known as “weather 
sealed,” which means that they can deal with a small 
amount of rain without compromising any seals 
leading to internal electronics. These should do in 
drizzle, but you should still be wary of taking your 
camera out in a complete downpour. You should 
also be aware of whether your lens is weather-
sealed; if not, you should treat the camera and lens 
combination as being non-weather-sealed.

Some people prefer to bring along a “raincoat” for 
their camera — essentially, a sleeve that you can 
wrap around your camera that allows you to continue 
shooting in the rain. 

These sleeves, such as the CameraDuck, can be very 
fiddly and will get in your way unless you’ve practiced 
using them first. A cheap alternative is to simply cut a 
hole in a Ziploc bag and use a rubber band to hold it 
in place around your lens. 

In either of these cases, you’ll want to make sure you 
use your cover in conjunction with a lens hood to 
ensure that minimal rain reaches the lens. You will 
often find that you’ll need to clean droplets off the 
lens to ensure a clear photo, so make sure you have 
a microfibre lens cloth for quick cleaning. If there are 
any larger specks of dirt or other matter on the lens, 
you should use a brush (such as that included in the 
LensPen); if you try to rub these off with a cloth, you 
risk scratching the lens.

If possible, you should also bring a spare battery for 
your camera. Since you will often be out shooting 
photos late in the evening, having a spare battery 
means that you can still be charging one even if 
you’re not in your room so you don’t run out mid-way 
through the next day.

Camera Care

Ramberg, Lofoten Islands, Norway

http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/Shop-by-Brand-Camera-Duck/ci/4/phd/4276734629/N/4294255798
http://www.lenspen.com/
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If your camera has the ability, shooting in RAW is a good choice. While 
RAW files do take more space, it allows small issues like white balance 
and exposure (which can be an issue when aiming directly at the sun 
with a foreground that is in shadow) to be more easily corrected in post-
processing.

While you’ve probably been told previously not to aim your camera 
directly at the sun, you can sometimes ignore this rule in Lapland. The 
midnight sun isn’t as strong as the midday sun, so you can include it in 
your frame without (a) overpowering the rest of the shot and (b) risking 
damage to your eyes (and your camera’s sensor).

As you’ve seen in this guide, many of your best shots will come from 
shooting towards the sun during the evening hours. Plus, the sun is the 
story at this time of day; while capturing the world in daylight is one thing, 
capturing the sun on the northern horizon with a timestamp of 12am is 
quite another!

General 
Photo Tips

For added effect when aiming towards the sun, 
narrow your aperture to around f/16. This (or any 
narrower aperture) should create a “star” effect on 
any lights (including the sun) in your photo.

Also, don’t forget to look away from the sun every 
once in a while. The colours on the landscape behind 
you may be quite different (subtle pinks and blues 
instead of orange) and they tell part of the story of 
the midnight sun as well. Plus, the foreground will 
likely be better lit because it is facing towards the 
sun.

If you’d like to capture “silky water” effects, you will 
need to bring a tripod and neutral density filter for 
your lens. This is because silky water is a composite 
of a number of moments of moving water that can 
only be done through a long exposure on your 
camera. 

A tripod is necessary since hand-holding your camera 
during a long exposure would create camera shake 
that would blur the photo; a neutral density filter (a 
dark piece of glass that comes in varying grades that 
will remove between 1-10 stops of light from your 
photo) will be necessary because it doesn’t get dark 
enough in summer to do a long exposure without 
overexposing the photo otherwise.

When you are shooting long exposures of water, make 
sure you look for any blown highlights (bright white 
sections with no detail) in the water as these are 
very difficult to handle in post-processing. It is better 
to slightly underexpose and make sure that you get 
detail in these areas as well.

If you would like more detail, please visit Digital 
Photography School for in-depth tutorials on nearly 
every photographic situation. 

Kiutaköngäs Falls, Oulanka National Park, Finland

http://www.digital-photography-school.com
http://www.digital-photography-school.com
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While mosquitoes may not be nearly as much a 
nuisance to your camera as they are to you, they can 
still cause problems with your photography.

Why’s that? Well, if you’ve ever tried to take a photo 
in a swarm of midges in Scotland or in an even larger 
swarm of sandflies in New Zealand’s Milford Sound, 
you may have noticed some small black dots on your 
photos afterwards. Those dots are — you guessed 
it — insects.

Mosquitoes can cause much larger blotches on your 
photos because they are significantly larger than 
midges or sandflies — so much so that they can be 
quite difficult to edit out. 

Therefore, we recommend that you take a 2-3 shots 
of each photo you compose when there are a large 
amount of mosquitoes around, just to ensure that 
one of them is (hopefully) spotless.

Another concern is the fact that mosquitoes often 
land on your lens, leaving a trail of gunk in their wake. 
You should ensure that you always carry a lens cloth 
so you can quickly remove this residue from your 
lens, and try to make sure that you blow mosquitoes 
off the lens rather than squashing them into it. 

Lens hoods can also make it more difficult for the 
mosquito to access the lens itself, although the 
converse is the same — once it gets inside the lens 
hood it may take it much longer to escape as well, 
meaning more time for the pesky insect to be in your 
photo.

Taking Photos Around Mosquitoes
Timelapse photography is a very popular form of photography at this time of year, since it adds another 
dimension to the story of the midnight sun. While it’s one thing to show people a photo of the sun and swear 
that you really did take it at midnight, it’s quite another to be able to show the course of the sun as it dips down 
towards the horizon and then turns around to head back into the sky instead.

There are two main ways to process timelapse photos; you can either turn them into a short video or layer 
them over each other in Photoshop to get a single photo, which in this case would have multiple suns 
swooping through the sky. This guide will tell you what you need to know for the setup and basic processing; 
there are plenty of guides online that will provide in-depth timelapse processing information.

To do a timelapse, you will need a camera with an interval function (GoPros have these as well as nearly all 
mirrorless and dSLR cameras) and a tripod. The tripod is necessary to ensure your camera stays in the same 
spot and makes it as easy as possible to edit the photos together later.

Timelapses are easiest to set up on the GoPro — simply go to the menu and choose the interval you’d like, then 
navigate to the Timelapse function, then hit the record button. The camera will continue to capture photos 
until it runs out of battery, runs out of memory card space, or until you stop it.

Timelapse Photography

Mosquito spots, Lake Ahvenlampi Mosquito swarms at Lake Ladtojaure
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Timelapses are slightly more difficult on other 
cameras. You’ll need to know how to set an interval; 
for this, you’ll have to look at the manual for your 
specific camera. If you don’t have your manual, the 
Camera Manual Library has PDF versions for most.

You should also make sure that your camera is on 
manual mode before you start the timelapse. If you 
use aperture or shutter priority, your camera will 
automatically adjust in each photo, which often 
causes a flickering effect in the final video. This effect 
is easier to remove if your final product is a photo.

While it’s good to check throughout the timelapse 
to ensure the exposure is still correct (each image 
should flash up on your camera screen after being 

taken even in interval mode), you should not have to 
make too many manual adjustments as the light from 
the sun will stay much more even than if it was rising 
or setting.

As for the actual interval between shots, that’s up to 
you. If you’re planning to make a video out of your 
timelapse, a good time between shots is around 5s. 
If you’re looking to do a composite photo, you’ll need 
longer between photos as you’ll want a gap between 
each image of the sun. You may want to start around 
5 minutes; even then, there will not be enough gap, 
but it will give you more photos to choose from in the 
editing process.

For the duration, you can choose from a few options: 

• Do what you do with the GoPro — set the 
number of photos to the maximum (usually 999) 
and then stop it when you see fit

• Base it on the length of video you want to create. 
If you create a video at 24 frames per second, 
you’ll multiply the expected video length (in 
seconds) by 24 to get the total number of photos 
you need. So, for a 10s video, you’ll need to take 
240 photos.

• Base it on the movement of the sun. If you start 
with the sun on the far left of the frame, wait until 
the sun has reached the same location on the 
right side of the frame before stopping to add 
symmetry to the photo.

Once you’ve captured your timelapse, you’ll have 
to go through the post-processing process before 
you get your final product. For video timelapses, we 
recommend a combination of Adobe Lightroom + the 
LRTimelapse plugin. For layering multiple images, 
Adobe Lightroom + Photoshop is recommended.

Lyngenfjord timelapse

http://www.butkus.org/chinon/
http://www.adobe.com/au/products/photoshop-lightroom.html
http://www.lrtimelapse.com/
http://www.adobe.com/au/products/photoshop.html
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Resources

Many websites were referenced in the text of this book. 
This section contains the sites that can be considered to be 
general resources, as well as other sites that were useful in 
the planning of the trip that made this guidebook possible. 
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General
TripAdvisor Lapland Forums           

This is the forum where you can 
get real advice from Lapland 
locals on anything from driving 
tips to favourite local spots and 
everywhere in between.

Visit Norway - Northern Norway                                

Visit Northern Norway                                         

Visit Sweden - Swedish Lapland            

Swedish Lapland

Visit Finland - Lapland                            

Lapland - Above Ordinary              

Weather  
Finnish Meteorological Institute

yr.no Forecasts                                

Weatherbase         

Mosquitoes   
OFF! Teho Insect Repellent      

Zap-It                 

The Sámi
EveryCulture.com

Food
Pororeseptit Reindeer Recipes

Everyman's Right
The Right to Roam: Norwegian 
Environment Agency

The Right of Public Access: 
Swedish EPA

Everyman’s Right in Finland: 
Finnish Ministry of the 
Environment

Festivals & Events
Midnight Sun Film festival

Visit Tromsø: Midnight Sun 
Concerts

Riddu Riđđu Festival

Lapland Vuollerim: Cloudberry 
Festival

Safartica: Lapland Classic

Visas
Schengen, Borders, and Visas

Money
Most traveller-friendly credit 
cards by country                                                

Who To Tip          

Time Zones                           
World Time and Date                     

Phone Service    
Elisa - Finland

Sonera - Finland

TeliaSonera - Sweden

Telenor - Sweden

Telenor - Norway

NetCom - Norway

Transportation
177nordland

Troms fylkestraffik 

177finnmark

Eskelisen

Lanstrafiken Norrbotten

SJ (Sweden)

VR (Finland)

http://www.tripadvisor.com.au/ShowForum-g189915-i2262-Lapland.html
http://www.visitnorway.com/places-to-go/northern-norway/
http://www.nordnorge.com/en
http://www.visitsweden.com/sweden/regions--cities/northern-sweden/swedish-lapland/
http://www.swedishlapland.com/
http://www.visitfinland.com/lapland/
http://%20www.lapland.fi
http://en.ilmatieteenlaitos.fi/weather/inari/saariselka
http://www.yr.no
http://www.weatherbase.com
http://www.off.fi/tuotteet/teho/
http://www.myzapit.com/howitworks.html
http://www.everyculture.com
http://www.pororeseptit.fi/kategoriat/reseptit/
http://www.miljodirektoratet.no/en/Areas-of-activity1/Outdoor-recreation/Right-to-Roam/
http://www.miljodirektoratet.no/en/Areas-of-activity1/Outdoor-recreation/Right-to-Roam/
http://www.swedishepa.se/Enjoying-nature/The-Right-of-Public-Access/
http://www.swedishepa.se/Enjoying-nature/The-Right-of-Public-Access/
http://www.ym.fi/en-US/Latest_news/Publications/Brochures/Everymans_right(4484)
http://www.ym.fi/en-US/Latest_news/Publications/Brochures/Everymans_right(4484)
http://www.ym.fi/en-US/Latest_news/Publications/Brochures/Everymans_right(4484)
http://www.msfilmfestival.fi/
http://booking.visittromso.no/en/event/a933494/midnight_sun_concert_at_the_arctic_cathedral_933494/showdetails
http://booking.visittromso.no/en/event/a933494/midnight_sun_concert_at_the_arctic_cathedral_933494/showdetails
http://riddu.no/en/billetter
http://laplandvuollerim.se/en/packages/summer/cloudberry-festival/
http://laplandvuollerim.se/en/packages/summer/cloudberry-festival/
http://www.laplandclassic.com/en/Lapland-Classic
http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/borders-and-visas/index_en.htm
http://www.travel-made-simple.com/choosing-credit-and-debit-cards-for-travel/
http://www.travel-made-simple.com/choosing-credit-and-debit-cards-for-travel/
http://www.whototip.net
http://www.timeanddate.com
http://www.elisa.fi
http://www.sonera.fi
http://www.teliasonera.com
http://www.telenor.se
http://www.telenor.no
http://www.telia.no
http://177nordland.no
http://www.tromskortet.no/?lang=en_GB
http://177finnmark.no
http://www.eskelisen.fi
http://www.ltnbd.se/?iso=en
http://www.sj.se/start/startpage/index.form?l=en
http://www.vr.fi/cs/vr/en/frontpage
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Norwegian

SAS

Widerøe

Finnair

TheAirDB

Hurtigruten

Torghatten Nord

Inlandsbanan

Accommodation                                             
HostelWorld                                                     

Hostels.com                                    

Airbnb                                                       

Expedia                                                        

Booking.com          

Hotel Korpikartano

Fell Centre Kiilopää

Ounasvaaran Lakituvat

TreeHotel

Camping Key Europe

Buy Camping Key Europe

Campingguiden Norway

Camping.no Norway Camping 
Brochure

Camping.se Campsites in 
Swedish Lapland

Camping.fi

Activities
Lampivaara Amethyst Mine

National Parks Finland

STF - Kungsleden

Visit Northern Norway: The 
Queen’s Route

Visit Lyngenfjord: Hiking in the 
Lyngen Alps

Ylläs Bike Park

Offroad Finnmark

Glød Explorer

Lofoten Activ

Creactive Adventure

Ruka Safaris: Kitkajoki Family 
Route

Ivalonjoki Rafting with 
LuontoLoma

Arctic Guide 

Metsahallitus

Fishing Trip with Rolf Helge 
Eriksen

Stappan Sjøprodukter

Tankavaara Gold Village

Kamisak Farm

Hetta Huskies

Tromsø Villmarkssenter

Kopara Reindeer Experience

Bear Kuusamo

Sauna Tour

Photography
CameraDuck

LensPen

Digital Photography School               

Camera Manual Library

Adobe Lightroom

Adobe Photoshop

LRTimelapse plugin

http://www.norwegian.com/
http://www.flysas.com/
http://www.wideroe.no/en
http://www.finnair.com
http://www.theairdb.com
http://www.hurtigruten.com
http://www.thn.no
http://www.inlandsbanan.se/en/travel
http://www.hostelworld.com
http://www.hostels.com
http://www.airbnb.com
http://www.expedia.com
http://www.booking.com
http://www.korpikartano.fi
http://www.kiilopaa.fi/en/
http://www.ounasvaaranlakituvat.fi/en
http://www.treehotel.se/
http://www.campingkey.com/en/
http://www.camping.se/en/Campingse-International/Camping-Key-Europe/Camping-Key-Europe/Buy-your-card/
http://www.campingguiden.no/english/index.htm
http://www.camping.no/ncg2016.pdf
http://www.camping.no/ncg2016.pdf
http://www.camping.se/en/Campingse-International/Destinations/Destinations/Swedish-Lapland/Swedish-Lapland/?areaId=10119&site=18&order=Score
http://www.camping.se/en/Campingse-International/Destinations/Destinations/Swedish-Lapland/Swedish-Lapland/?areaId=10119&site=18&order=Score
http://camping.fi
http://www.amethystmine.fi
http://www.nationalparks.fi/en/
http://www.svenskaturistforeningen.se/omraden/kungsleden/
http://nordnorge.com/en/hiking/?News=451
http://nordnorge.com/en/hiking/?News=451
http://www.visit-lyngenfjord.com/sites/v/visit-lyngenfjord.com/files/053426771b8d4945a48b5f4994577d8b.pdf
http://www.visit-lyngenfjord.com/sites/v/visit-lyngenfjord.com/files/053426771b8d4945a48b5f4994577d8b.pdf
http://www.yllas.fi/en/activities/biking/bike-park-downhill-mountain-biking-dh.html
http://offroadfinnmark.no/races/#English
http://www.glodexplorer.no/en/mountain-biking/
http://www.lofoten-aktiv.no/en/Summer-/-Fall/sea-kayaking.html
http://creactive-adventure.se/eng/rafting-adventure-swedish-lapland/
http://www.rukasafaris.fi/en/activities/summer-programs/summer-programs-for-groups/item/36-rafting-safaris/148-river-rafting-on-the-family-route-k%2525C3%2525A4yl%2525C3%2525A4-to-juuma
http://www.rukasafaris.fi/en/activities/summer-programs/summer-programs-for-groups/item/36-rafting-safaris/148-river-rafting-on-the-family-route-k%2525C3%2525A4yl%2525C3%2525A4-to-juuma
http://www.prosafaris.fi/summeractivities/
http://www.prosafaris.fi/summeractivities/
http://arcticguide.sivuviidakko.fi/en/information-for-travellers/salmon-fishing-on-teno-river.html
http://www.eraluvat.fi/
http://booking.lofoten.info/en/to-do/a472296/go-fishing-with-professional-fisher-at-mk-sim/showdetails?filter=a%253D155-17%253Bc%253D23671
http://booking.lofoten.info/en/to-do/a472296/go-fishing-with-professional-fisher-at-mk-sim/showdetails?filter=a%253D155-17%253Bc%253D23671
http://stappan.com/boat-trips/deep-sea-fishing.html
http://www.tankavaara.fi/index.php/en/
http://www.kamisak.com/eng/kesavierailut.html
http://www.hettahuskies.com/en/
http://www.villmarkssenter.no/activities/
http://www.kopara.fi/in_english
http://www.karhujenkatselu.fi/en/bear-watching
http://wellbeinginwilderness.fi/en/saunatour/
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/c/buy/Shop-by-Brand-Camera-Duck/ci/4/phd/4276734629/N/4294255798
http://www.lenspen.com/
http://www.digital-photography-school.com
http://www.butkus.org/chinon/
http://www.adobe.com/au/products/photoshop-lightroom.html
http://www.adobe.com/au/products/photoshop.html
http://www.lrtimelapse.com/


Kristin Repsher is a travel writer and award-winning photographer from Brisbane, Australia. 
She is probably one of the most uncoordinated people you’ll ever meet, so it’s fitting that she 
writes about ‘adventure travel for the uncoordinated’ on her travel blog, A Pair of Boots and 
a Backpack (http://www.bootsandabackpack.com). Her goal is to show that if she can travel 
the world adventurously and on her own, you can too. Hopefully you’ll avoid the part where 
you break your leg chasing after a bus in Jokkmokk though.

Regardless of whether she is travelling or in her own backyard, Kristin can often be found with 
a camera in her hand. She specialises in landscapes, particularly long-exposure nightscapes. 
While her photography is showcased in the stories and guides she writes on her blog, it is also 
available through Kristin Repsher Photography (http://www.kristinrepsher.com). Her photos 
have been accepted into exhibitions around the world and many have received international 
awards. 

While she now lives on the other side of the world from Lapland -- in the tropical climes of 
Brisbane, Australia -- she doesn't think this is the last Lapland has seen of her. After four trips, 
she's still only seen three of Lapland's eight seasons (polar night, late winter, and summer). 
Only five more to go!
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